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Abstract

Thom McDonnell - Development of Open Source tools for Creative and 

Commercial Exploitation of Spatial Audio

This research deals with Binaural audio, and the technology behind this. 
Binaural processing aims to give listeners the same experience on a set of 
headphones that they get in the real world, sounds can be perceived from any 
direction, all around the listener. Binaural processing does this by mimicking 
how sound behaves as it hits each ear. 

In the field of spatial audio, the research and development of binaural 
tools for headphone sound has shown significant growth in the recent past. This
is due notably to the proliferation of mobile devices, smart phones, tablets, 
virtual reality and individual entertainment systems. Many concurrent but 
independent undertakings of research, both academic and commercial, have 
resulted in compatibility issues developing between different binaural systems 
and tools. The lack of a standard for exchange of Head Related Transfer 
Functions (HRTF) and the proprietary nature of commercial endeavors limits the
available datasets for users. Due to the topography of the ear, which acts like 
an aural fingerprint, not all datasets will localise effectively for every listener.

The Audio Engineering Society (AES) has put forward a standard to 
define a spatial audio data file format. This research develops a data 
preparation tool for currently available open-source binaural HRTF opcodes to 
aid in utilising this new AES standard. The research also examines the creative 
and commercial applications of the tool, as it fits into the current landscape of 
binaural audio, and virtual and augmented reality developments.
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Intro and Thesis Contribution

This thesis deals with the virtual reproduction of spatial audio. In 

addressing this topic, the complex ways that sound (as pressure variations in 

air) interacts with both the listener and the listening environment become 

crucial. Primarily, the detail of the filtering of sound by the ears is of interest. 

This process can be captured in filters called HRTFs.The subtle nuances 

captured within these filters (assuming they are attained accurately; this, along 

with many other aspects of the topic, is by no means a trivial task) requires a 

profound level of consideration.A frequency domain interpretation of audio is 

perhaps more appropriate in this context, allowing detailed manipulation of 

audio in the context of its individual sinusoidal components, as well as ef ficient 

convolution to impose the characteristics of the HRTFs onto arbitrary input 

sounds. 

To date, HRTFs have been captured and made available in a non-

standardised manner, making them dif ficult to incorporate in a generalised 

system. Crucially, all ears are different; individual anthropomorphic 

characteristics alter the audio processing performed by the external auditory 

system. Thus any virtual spatial audio system using HRTFs should allow user-

definable HRTF data.

Csound is an open source, powerful audio programming system. It 

includes validated processes for dynamic HRTF processing, addressing many 

of the complex issues involved. However, it currently utilises only a generalised 

set of HRTFs, designed for the average listener.

This thesis aims to open these processes up for use with any set of 

HRTFs.The recently developed Spatially Oriented Format for Acoustics (SOFA) 

standard is an appropriate tool to utilise in this task, as it aims to apply a 

rigorous set of rules on how spatial datasets are stored and 

presented.Improving the Csound offering in this manner provides a crucial 

development in virtual spatial audio. The powerful Csound HRTF algorithms are

democratised for use with any set of HRTFs.

As well as outlining the processes involved in developing this tool, this 

thesis also offers a creative project highlighting its use. This project draws on 

recent developments in audio for games with both Csound and Unity.
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Objectives

The research has taken two separate elements into account. 

1. How can open source binaural opcodes be optimised using the 
newest available developments in the area?

2. How can these developments open up the opcode for commercial 
and creative/compositional exploitation? 

This entails the following:

Update currently available open source binaural opcodes to use the
transfer function data from the new SOFA standard file format, to improve
access to binaural data sets and resolve compatibility issues for users.

Investigate the creative and commercial applications of Binaural 
processing with the updated opcodes.
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Literature Review

Binaural refers to "having or relating to two ears". Binaural hearing lets 

humans determine the direction or origin of a sound, by detecting small 

differences between the sounds hitting each ear (small differences in 

timing/phase, and frequency content of the sounds) (Carty 16). Binaural 

technologies aim to recreate this experience with audio media. 

In the paper “Transformation Characteristics of the External Human Ear” 

it states that the shape and design of the outer ear are used to investigate 

Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) (Mehrgardt and Mellert 1572).  The 

differences at each ear can be defined as Inter-aural Time Differences (ITD), 

Inter-aural Intensity Differences (IID), and spectral differences, defined by the 

shape of the pinnae (the outer ear), together forming the HRTF. If a sound is on

the right the head blocks certain frequencies, speci fically blocking frequencies 

with a shorter wavelength than the diameter of the head, dissipating the energy 

reaching the left ear. The sound also has to travel a longer distance, causing a 

short delay or phase shift between the ears. IID and ITD are both frequency 

dependent, which is in part due to the shape of the pinnae (the outer ear). 

Fig. 1 Interaural Time difference in measurement of  Head Related Impulse 

Response (HRIR) (The HRIR is the time domain version of the HRTF.)
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The reflections from the pinna cause a different frequency profile 

(different volume for each frequency), and a different phase profile (a delay or 

phase change for each frequency) for each direction in 360 degrees space 

around the head (Begault 31). 

Fig.2 Pinna of ear

Fig. 2 Spectral Diagram of MIT Kemar HRTF

Frequency is along the X axis, and volume of the frequency is shown on the Y axis 

(edge of dark blue).

Phase in this respect refers to the fraction of a complete cycle of a periodic 

wave, expressed as an angle. This shows that ITD and IID are the important 

factors in localisation of sound. The paper also highlights the importance of the 

pinna, outer ear, head and torso in shaping sounds via re flection, and 
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dramatically aiding in our ability to cognitively localise sound. The pinnae being 

the most important of these, as the asymmetrical shape/ridges create a different

spectral image for every sound direction. Kulkarni and Colburn (747) discuss 

the role of spectral detail in sound localisation. 

“The filtering (relative boosting, attenuation and delaying of component frequencies) of 
a sound by the head and outer ear provides information about the location of a sound source by
means of the differences in the frequency spectra between the ears as well as the overall 
spectral shape.” (Kulkarni and Colburn 747).

Pinnae and the middle and inner ear, are discussed in the paper 

“Movements in Binaural Space” (Carty 14). Pinnae are the bumps and ridges on

the outside of the ear. As sound itself is a physical phenomenon, so too is our 

perception of it, “sounds arrive at the eardrum, after being ‘processed’ (in the natural sense 

of the word) by the external ear.” (Carty 14) Reflections occur due to the complex 

topography of the pinnae, which with the enclosed nature of the auditory canal, 

affect incoming sounds in a heavily frequency dependent way. This is also 

discussed by Begault (7).

“Sound is first transformed by the pinnae (the visible portion of the outer ear) and 
proximate parts of the body such as the shoulder and head.” 

Sound Localisation is discussed in the work of Puria and Steele (4), 

where the diffraction pattern of the pinna and head are discussed.

“The diffraction pattern provides important cues that allow the more central mechanisms
to localize, segregate and stream different sources of sound.” (Puria and Steele 4). 

The pinna and spatial diffraction are also discussed by Puria and Steele. 

The authors discuss the unique geometric features of the pinna, and their 

contribution to resonant modes above 6-7Khz. 

“These modes are dependent on the angle of the incident sound and are clearly important for 
determining the HRTFs measured in individual subjects.” (Puria and Steele 9).

Researchers have spent many years developing Spatial Acoustic 

Transfer Function tools to describe the spatial filtering of the incoming sound 

from a given direction, due to the listener’s anatomy. Using computers, filters 

can be designed to emulate how the ears perceive direction, for both 

headphones and earphones (Moller 204). These filters are used to emulate how

the pinna, and re flections from the torso and head, would shape a sound source

at different points in 360 degree environment around the listener. With the rising

processing power of DSP (Digital Signal Processing) and computational power 

of the average home computer (Denning and Lewis 56), the option of binaural 

processing has become more widely available to the average end user. The 
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computational power of computers has grown, allowing us to run 

computationally heavier processes. In an online article from 

relativelyinteresting.com, the evolution of computing power is discussed in 

depth, contrasting the average computing systems from 1995, and 2015. The 

article states that the average RAM in a computer, has grown from 8mb in 

1995, to 8Gb in 2015 (“20 Years of Computing”).

An alternate to DSP is the research into using the graphic processor unit 

(GPU) (Gallo, and Tsingos) to alleviate the computational load. Gallo and 

Tsingos tested the ef ficiency of using GPU's for dedicated audio processing by 

testing realtime binaural processing on the GPU (1). They found that in their 

experiment, computational time was 20% slower than a dedicated Digital Signal

Processor (DSP), but ran at a comparable rate to emulations on a CPU, 

concluding that: 

“GPU's can be used for 3D audio processing with similar or increased performance 
when compared to optimized software implementation on top-of-the-line CPUs” (Gallo, and 
Tsingos 1).

Using these spatial filters we can exploit the differences between signals 

sent to each ear to give a sense of 360-degree free-field space around a 

listener wearing headphones, or give a sense of 360-degree defined space 

around a listener wearing headphones. This is done by mapping Spatial 

Acoustic Transfer Functions and modifying a sound based on a given direction 

to emulate how our ears and our head naturally change the sound reaching 

each ear. 

Using HRTFs for localisation in a binaural system, requires either the 

ability to capture or source accurate HRTF Datasets. Creating HRTFs is 

discussed in “Modelling the Contralateral HRTF” (Avendano and Algazi 315), 

this is also discussed in other research (Rund and Saturka 648) (Begault 112)

(Gardner and Martin 2) (Zhang et al 1). When capturing HRTF datasets signals 

are played from a speci fic angle (in relation to the “listener”) most often in an 

anechoic chamber. This signal is captured by microphones close to the eardrum

or at the entrance of the ear canal, having been “processed” by the listener's 

head, torso and pinnae. The test signal used may be an impulse (a balloon pop 

or gunshot), though due to noise issues, and poorer frequency response when 

capturing such an impulse (Boren and Roginska 2), a Golay sequence or swept 
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sine is often used (which tend to improve signal to noise ratio over an impulse 

by around 30dB). The research by Beheshti and Dahleh(510) investigates the 

effects of noisy data on impulse response estimation, and states that: 

“It is known that the presence of noise prohibits using model sets with a large number of
parameters as the resulting parameter estimation error can be quite large.“ (Beheshti and 
Dahleh 510)

When capturing the response of the pinnae, firstly the Head related 

impulse response (HRIR) is created from recordings using de-convolution 

(applications which can complete this are easily and readily available). The 

HRIR is the time domain version of the HRTF. The frequency response of all 

equipment, microphone, speakers, pre-ampli fiers should also be considered, as

the coloration caused by these elements increase potential contamination of 

impulse response. As discussed in, “Digital Signal Processing Issues in the 

Context of Binaural and Transaural Stereophony” (Brugge and Hind 457), 

inverse filtering is used to remove the effect of the measurement system and 

the ear canal. Another key issue is the frequency response of the equipment 

used, the small microphones often used to capture HRTFs at the entrance to 

the ear, cannot accurately capture the low frequencies, around 400Hz down 

(Shaw 32) (Begault 124).

An alternative method to the lengthy process of HRIR measurement has 

been researched by Zotkin et al. (2202). In the research, the positions of the 

speakers and microphones are swapped. Micro-speakers are placed in the ears

to play back the sound, and multiple microphones are placed around the 

subject, to capture multiple positions at once. This research is based on the 

reciprocity principle, 

“The acoustic field is generally different elsewhere in the scene, but the signal picked up
at the receiver is the same if the receiver and the source locations are interchanged.” (Zotkin 
et al. 2204). 

Similar to the limitations of the small microphones placed at the ear in 

standard HRTF measurement, the researchers recognise the limitations of 

using a smaller speaker.

“The loudspeaker used for reciprocal measurement must obviously fit into the ear canal 
opening. Therefore, it must be physically small, leading to possibly poor low-frequency output” 
(Zotkin et al. 2205). 

Though results were promising with close mathematical comparisons 

(Zotkin et al 2212), the research did not include comparative perceptual 

experiments with subjective testing (Zotkin et al, 2213). This would require 
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further research to validate the perceptual equivalence between the empirical 

and reciprocity HRTFs. Further research into the validity of the reciprocity 

approach (Zotkin and Gumerov 257) uses Spherical Harmonics to model 

positions in between measured points. This offers a solution to using the 

reciprocity method with non-static binaural spatial audio playback systems. 

(Zotkin and Gumerov 260). In physics, spherical harmonics are functions 

defined on the surface of a sphere. Here the values of HRTF found via the 

reciprocity method is integrated across the surface of the sphere to de fine the 

spherical harmonics, and hence a value at all possible points on the sphere.

In using HRTFs to arti ficially place sounds around a listener, headphone 

reproduction is generally favoured. Several issues arise with binaural 

processing over speakers. This is discussed by Begault (16); when preparing 

binaural material the speci fics of the playback environment are unknown, 

“the room and loudspeakers will impose unknown nonlinear transformations that usually
cannot be compensated for by the designer or controller of the 3-D audio system.”

Moller describes the problems of cross-talk also (172), 

“Reproduction through loudspeakers would introduce an unwanted crosstalk, since 
sound from each of the loudspeakers would be heard with both ears.”. 

Kendall and Martens (5) discuss the effect of the listening environment. 

After testing intended sound paths with subjects in playback rooms with both 

live (re flected sound from the walls) and dead (re flected sound is minimised by 

acoustic treatment) acoustics, the researchers found that the sound path could 

be identi fied at the dead end of the room, and the sound path was “deformed” at

the live end. “Our Directional cues were being altered by the acoustics of the listening room” 

(Kendall and Martens 5). This shows that in general headphone reproduction is 

favourable.

The effect of various headphone styles on reproduction (Inter-aural – 

inside the ear, or insert earphones, circumaural over or around the ears , supra-

aural – on top of the ears, pressed against the pinna) are discussed in “Binaural

and spatial hearing in Real and Virtual Environments” (Shaw 44). Cavities 

created by circumaural headphones, for example, can alter the frequency 

response at the eardrum, especially for frequencies above 5Khz, as sound can 

reflect and resonate within the space between the ear and the shell of the 

headphone (due to the radius of the headphones, and the distance between the

transducer and eardrum). This effect can be reduced by using headphones 

which do not create re flections around the pinna, such as smaller supra-aural 
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earphones and inserted earphones.

Begault's paper “3D sound for Virtual reality and Multimedia” (29), 

presents a carefully considered discussion of the challenges with Binaural 

processing, and places clear context around the study of Binaural processing. 

Some of the challenges in creating a viable binaural system stems from a 

listener's own perception (psychoacoustics). An example of the psychoacoustic 

effects that can affect a binaural system, is the McGurk effect (Tiippana 1), 

where the eyes take precedence over what our ears are receiving, or similarly 

the ventriloquism effect (Choe et al. 55), where the presence of a related visual 

object in fluences the perception of the location of the sound source. It is 

important to take this into consideration when utilising binaural technologies. A 

research study on the in fluence of vision on sound localization was undertaken 

by (Tabry and Voss 7). The research compared localisation with sighted and 

blindfolded sighted subjects, and comparing their localisation ability. The study 

concluded that 

“Visual feedback was found to lead to a signi ficantly lower absolute localization error, 
compared to performance on the same task when blindfolded.” (Tabry and Voss 5). 

The research of Huopaniemi, Zacharov and Karjalainen concludes that 

subjective estimation of HRTF design is not an easy task(16). The research 

concludes that 

“Limited information can be gained from the simple localisation task which provides little
information regarding the perceived spatial quality estimation” (Huopaniemi and 
Karjalainen 16).

It has been noted in clinical testing (Blauert 41) (Duda 67) (Rund and 

Saturka 651) (Zotkin et al. 2203), that there are often localisation issues with 

elevation cues. Cognitively, this can stem from a listener's previous experience. 

For example it is very rare to hear an airplane below, so listeners may assume 

that a sound like this comes from above. Another key issue would be that the 

majority of early spatial hearing studies were tested in anechoic chambers 

(Begault 26). This loses the effect of reverberation and reflection on spatial 

perception. Begault (57) also highlights, through discussions of several other 

studies, the issues with non-individualised HRTFs, reversals, deviation in 

elevation when detecting speech, and other localisation errors. Reversals are 

defined as perceptual deviation from an intended sound source, often with 

sounds appearing in the opposite direction. A sound intended as being 

perceived as front right, being heard as back left, sounds above being heard as 
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below, etc. In the paper, “Simulating the cues of spatial hearing the the natural 

environment” (Kendall and Martens 123), HRIR's are investigated as a option 

for spatialisation. Kendall and Martens break the spatialisation problem down 

into two distinct elements, using HRIR's to help directionalise sound, and 

simulating environmental re flections (117). It has been noted in discussions of 

binaural technology that 

“.....human heads and pinnae have individual differences, and only recording with a 
listener's own pinna may guarantee proper frontal localization.” (Moller 173).

As the research is based on the further development of research by Dr. 

Brian Carty (Movements in Binaural Space), which utilises the MIT KEMAR 

HRTF datasets a clear understanding of the constraints of the Datasets is 

crucial. The datasets (Large Pinna and normal Pinna) were made available by 

MIT (Gardner and Martin) from 1994. These were created using the KEMAR 

dummy (an Anthropometric Manikin for Acoustic Research] with measurements 

made in an anechoic chamber using the Maximum Length Sequence (a 

pseudo-random sequence, which can be used to create an impulse response 

via cross-correlation). The KEMAR dummy is a Head and Torso (HAT) model 

mannequin designed around the dimensions of an average human adult. The 

Datasets have been provided in multiple forms, with and without speaker and 

headphone response (so that speaker and headphone frequency responses 

can be corrected for) and diffuse field equalised versions. 

The dif ficulties involved in acquiring HRTFs (time, expense and potential 

pitfalls) imply a strong need for a well working generalised HRTF dataset 

(Huopaniemi and Karjalainen 3). The MIT dataset, discussed above, is an 

attempt to provide such a solution. There are other datasets available such as 

the CIPIC (Algazi “The CIPIC Database”) which utilised both the KEMAR 

dummy and 25 different subjects, but was not measured in an anechoic 

chamber, (though used post-processing to reduce room reflections). Also 

datasets such as LISTEN (Warusfel) are openly available. The Listen dataset is 

a collaborative research project aiming to further develop 3D simulation of 

virtual sound scenes over headphones.

One of the issues with generalised datasets, is that small variations in 

pinnae can induce large changes in the HRTF, as is discussed in the paper “On

the relation between pinna reflection patterns and head-related transfer function
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features”. Discussing the effect of the pinna as both uncertain, and not fully 

understood, the authors state that 

“resonances associated to cavities and spectral notches resulting from reflections and 
anthropometry is not fully understood”(Spagnol et al. 508). 

In the paper “Localization using nonidividualized head-related transfer 

function” (Wenzel et al. 116), researchers investigated the use of generalised 

HRTFs, and compare the localisation ability with these virtual sources, to free-

field stimuli. The paper highlights some of the issues with the statistics around 

localisation, as often in the statistics, reversals or “confusions” are coded as if 

they were indicated in the correct hemisphere (changing the angle of error) or 

not included in the main description of the statistics, and reported as a separate 

statistic. The study arrives at the conclusion, that there is a degradation of 

localisation ability with non-individualised HRTFs with “confusions” and 

reversals (front to back, up to down, and vice versa) occurring more often with 

virtualised stimuli over headphones rather than free-field stimuli.

The 2012 paper “On the improvement of localization accuracy with non-

individualized HRTF-based sounds” (Mendonca et al. 822) discusses 

experiments with improving the non-individualized HRTFs via active learning 

and using feedback to optimize results after short training periods (as an 

alternate to simply exposure to virtual sounds processed via non-individualised 

HRTFs). The need for this having arisen from the impracticality and dif ficulty 

with obtaining individualized HRTFs, as discussed earlier. The experiments 

here use the same MIT HRTF dataset as the work of Dr. Carty, so are poignant 

for the research. After a base experiment, the researchers found that 

“naive participants are able to localize sounds at several azimuths.” 

Initially over 10 repeated sessions of testing, the ability to localise via a 

generalised HRTF is neither high nor consistent among subjects, and the 

participants accuracy did not improve. This lead researchers to the conclusion 

that exposure alone is not enough for signi ficant localization improvement. The 

researchers then tested two proposed methods to improve participants 

localisation using the generalised HRTFs.

The first experiment involves providing the participants with a sound 

player after an initial pre-test. During the pre-test phase they can listen to 
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several “training sounds” at their discretion (several sounds varying in azimuth). 

Using a system of buttons to select a source sound to play, after 5 minutes of 

“active learning” participants would be tested. Testing was done via 

touchscreen, used to point out the position of the sound. Participants were 

given the correct answer afterwards. The passive feedback continued until 

participants could correctly answer 80% of the trials. Participants were then 

tested again, and showed a signi ficant improvement. The second experiment 

was similar but with training in the detection of elevation, not azimuth, the 

results were not as successful, improving localisation above 40 degrees 

elevation, but showing no signi ficant improvement from 40 degrees down.

The continual calibration and interpretation of head-related transfer 

functions is discussed in Hofman et al. “Relearning sound localization with new 

ears” (419). In the experiment ear prosthetics were used to change the shape of

ears, and hence the HRTF of adult subjects. 

“four adult subjects continuously wore well fitting, custom-made molds within the concha
of both ears for a period of up to six weeks.”(Hofman et al 417) 

It was found that after 30-45 days subjects were able to accurately 

localise, showing that the plasticity in perception allows for the brain to adapt to 

alternate HRTFs. Most importantly the research indicates that the learned 

localisation from the molds remained effective, even after subjects had removed

their molds. 

“The learning of a new set of pinna transfer functions therefore resembles more the 
acquisition of a new language than other forms of sensory adaptation.” (Hofman et al. 419).

From both papers “On the improvement of localization accuracy with 

non-individualized HRTF-based sounds” (Mendonca et al. 822), and 

“Localization using nonidividualized head-related transfer function” (Wenzel et 

al. 113), it can be seen that elevation judgements with non-individualised 

HRTFs can be problematic. At points of elevation, both before and after training,

the mean error of vertical localisation is worse than predicted “random error” 

(Mendonca 824). Research by Grantham has found that transience, and the 

initial onset of the stimulus used have great effect on spatial hearing. 

“For certain ongoing stimuli, later portions of the stimulus contribute less than its onset 
to the lateralization threshold” (Grantham 307).

In the field of binaural processing there is a debate centred around the 

implementation of the ITD aspect of HRTFs. There are two central pillars of 
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thought, one stream of research focuses on a minimum-phase approximation of

the HRTF, and the other uses the empirical HRTF itself. The minimum phase 

approximation is a model where a short gap of “silence”, is removed from the 

beginning of the empirical HRTF (at each frequency) before creating filters, and 

is replaced by a pure delay across all frequencies. The concept being that any 

linear, frequency independent elements can be removed and synthesised more 

easily, simplifying the HRTFs in part.

Several studies evaluate the coherence between a minimum-phase 

model and the empirical HRTF (Nam and Abel 3) (Kulkarni, and Colburn 3). 

This is done by mathematically comparing the delay of each frequency in both 

systems. A coherence of 1 is when two systems are identical, a coherence of 0 

implies the systems are mutually exclusive. The researchers found the 

coherence of minimum phase approximations to their chosen HRTFs to be 

“greater than 0.9 for a vast majority of the HRTFs and was rarely below 0.8” 

(Nam and Abel 7). The implication is that frequency dependent delays can be 

replaced with a single frequency independent delay (pure delay). The pure 

delay not affecting the viability of the HRTF, as the systems are roughly 90% 

identical. This is further discussed as poignant, as analysis of frequency 

components that have a larger delay than the minimum phase (Nam and Abel 

5, 7) were found to be tied to a large volume reduction (in the filters) at the 

related frequency. The paper concludes that empirical HRTFs are essentially 

minimum phase, as this volume reduction would make phase differences 

inaudible (Nam and Abel 7). 

The benefits of the minimum-phase approximation is that it reduces the 

computational costs by shortening the length of Finite Impulse Responses 

(FIR's). A finite impulse response is an impulse response that has a finite 

length, the response settles to 0 in finite time. When used with filter design, a 

shorter FIR reduces the number of components needed. A second paper ran 

similar mathematical coherence tests, and reached similar conclusions 

(Kulkarni and Colburn 2), before running subjective tests which is discussed in a

later paragraph.

Researchers (Yu and Chen 3859) in their paper “Effects of Minimum-

phase Characteristics of Sound Source on Measured Head-related transfer 

functions” found that the responses of two kinds of loudspeakers used, and the 
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initial stimulus were not exactly minimum-phase. Under the hypothesis, that if 

the system components were not minimum-phase this compromises the 

minimum-phase estimation extracted from any measurements in the system. 

The research concluded that the non-minimum phase nature of the test system 

components would inevitably in fluence the minimum-phase of measured 

results. (Yu and Chen 3859)

Later Yu, Xie, and Chen, in the paper “Analysis on minimum-phase 

characteristics of measured head-related transfer functions affected by sound 

source responses”, conclude that the errors of minimum-phase models, may be 

in fluenced greatly by the design and separation of high and low frequency 

drivers of loudspeaker units (Yu and Chen 49). When analysed, the minimum-

phase component of these sound source systems had a correlation score below

0.7, and when this was corrected for, using equalisation, the minimum-phase 

models coherence were closer to 0.97 (Yu and Chen 50).

Another point to consider is the audibility of the all-pass component 

(Frequency independent component). An all-pass component, or all-pass filter, 

is one that allows all frequencies to pass with an equal gain. The research of 

Minnaar et al, and Plogsties et al. tested the audibility of removing the all-pass 

component of the HRTF by using the worst case scenario. Defining this as 

HRTFs with the largest Inter-aural delay (Plogsties et al. 3). This was tested 

subjectively with 12 participants. Plogsties et al, found that this component 

could be removed without audible consequences (7), implying minimum phase 

filters are suf ficient. The paper, and similar work by Minnaar et al, noted 

however that there are HRTFs where their absence is detectable. 

“... if the shown HRTF (with pure delay replaced again) is compared to a minimum 
phase equivalent (with the same pure delay replaced) the difference may be audible.” 
(Plogsites et al 7). 

“The effects of an all-pass section (second order section) is audible under some 
circumstances.” (Minnaar et al. 7)

Similarly, Minnaar et al, researched the perception of all pass 

components in transfer functions. (1). The research investigates the audibilty of 

an all-pass component, and by extension, aimed to ascertain if discarding an 

all-pass component would be audible. The research concluded that 

“the presence of an all-pass filter can be audible if the decay constant is high enough, 
and ringing is not suf ficiently masked by the signal” (Minnaar et al 3). 
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Here decay constant is defined by the impulse response, which contains 

both a pulse and a decaying sinusoid. 

The argument of the audibility of minimum-phase is discussed by 

Kulkarni, Isabell and Colburn  in multiple papers, “On the minimum-phase 

approximation of head related transfer functions”, and “Sensitivity of human 

subjects to head-related transfer-function phase spectra”. Here the researchers 

examined the validity of minimum phase approximation by subjective aural 

testing. This was done after comparing the correlation of minimum phases to 

the empirical HRTFs. The research concludes that 

“the phase spectrum is relatively unimportant for anechoic HRTFs as long as the mean 
ITD for low-frequency components is correct.” (Kulkarni and Colburn, “Sensitivity of 
human subjects to head-related transfer-function phase spectra” 2839).

The researchers however show an awareness of the limitations of the 

study in their conclusion (HRTFs tested were limited to anechoic and used only 

very brief impulse responses which would naturally behave closer to minimum 

phase approximations). Further study is required to evaluate the attributes of 

the phase spectra of HRTFs that are important for characterizing reverberant 

spaces. (Kulkarni and Colburn, “Sensitivity of human subjects to head-related 

transfer-function phase spectra” 2839). 

In the research of Kulkarni, Isabelle, and Coburn subjective audible 

difference was also tested. After subjective testing with four subjects in a 2 - 

alternative forced-choice test, listeners were unable to identify the correct 

choice above chance (Kulkarni and Colburn, “Sensitivity of human subjects to 

head-related transfer-function phase spectra” 2826). The paper concludes that 

listeners are insensitive to HRTF phase spectra. The research also mentions 

“...subjective reports from all subjects, that the task was frustrating and dif ficult and that 
they felt they needed to guess on most trials.” (Kulkarni and Colburn, “Sensitivity of 
human subjects to head-related transfer-function phase spectra” 2828)

In the research of Sandvad and Hammershoi, the goal was to find most 

ef ficient way of representing HRIR filters, with no loss of sound quality (3). This 

sets the research aside from other papers on audibility, as the researchers were

not focused on localisation error or the audibility of a change in component. The

research concluded that some listeners can hear the difference between 

minimum phase and the empirical HRTFs 

“the IIR filters are minimum phase, and audible differences between minimum phase 
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approximation HIRs and ordinary HIRs would confuse the result” (Sandvad and 
Hammershoi 7). 

The paper uses the acronym HIR in place of HRIR. Similarly, this audible

difference is mentioned in the work of Minnaar et al. where the authors discuss 

“although minimum-phase HRTFs with a pure delay as ITD are now widely applied, 
some may still be audibly different from measured HRTFs” (2). 

Upon a comprehensive review of the literature, the work of Carty arrives 

at a similar conclusion 

“The minimum-phase plus delay approach is often assumed, however, there are clearly 
instances where it is not valid.” (62)

One of the issues not discussed in the available papers, is that available 

HRTFs are not provided as minimum-phase models. A standard user wanting to

use HRTFs for binaural processing would need to either find a software 

program to convert the empirical HRTFs to the minimum phase model, or would

need to be comfortable with the complexities of the mathematics and 

programming to convert to this model themselves, making minimum-phase 

systems far less user friendly.

In conclusion regarding minimum phase, the discussions of audibility 

show a need for further empirical testing, as several of the papers discuss 

cases where the minimum-phase is audibly different. Until further research is 

undertaken, this should drive the research and use of empirical HRTFs as the 

foremost method of Binaural processing. Another issue within the use of 

minimum-phase systems, is sound movement. As the delay on each 

measurement of HRTF will not be identical, a variable delay would be required. 

Varying the value of delay with a dynamic (moving) sound source could colour 

the sound. From the research of Carty and Lazzarini (2) 

“In such an application, (the design of which is based on the minimum phase 
assumption) delay lines need to be interpolated, which adds complexity and possible spectral 
distortions to the output signal.” 

Carty (72) arrives at a similar point 

“When dynamic sources are processed, phase values ‘jump’ from empirical point to 
point. As discussed, changing a filter during a dynamic process can lead to discontinuities in the
output.” 

Other alternatives to empirical HRTFs and other methods of HRTF 

measurement have been offered. Spagnol et al, in the paper “Automatic 

Extraction of Pinna Edges for Binaural Audio Customization”, examine 
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automatically estimating the location, shape and size of pinna edges starting 

from a set of pictures produced by a multi-flash imaging device. The basic size 

and shape of the pinna can be found and used to simulate custom HRTFs for 

the user. Unfortunately the research  did not test the resulting HRTFs in depth 

“Regrettably, few data supported the accuracy of this method for HRTF simulation.” 
(Spagnol et al. 302)

A similar concept (Carotti-sha and Zhang 2) is undertaken in the paper 

“Pinna Feature Extraction from hand-held device and HRTF response 

recovery”. The research aims to identify closest matches between query and 

database images, in extracting prerecorded IRs from the matched Database. 

The matching of the images would use image processing techniques with an 

aim to extract visual pinnae features. The research simpli fies elements for the 

user by not requiring specialist equipment. A basic mobile phone or other 

handheld device with photo capability, can be used. The Image processing 

firstly extracts the ear from the image, then detects the pinna, and compares 

this against a database, to find a best fit match (using the CIPIC database) (2). 

The HRTF of the subject was then compared to the matched HRTF of the 

database, to test validity. The research concludes that computed matches are 

relatively close to best matches, However there are cases were the results 

deviate from the best matches (Carotti-sha and Zhang 4).

Several Alternatives to measured HRTFs are examined by Rund and 

Saturka (651). The research compared several methods for approximating 

personalised HRTFs. The research tested database comparison, both cut and 

paste (directly taking a “best fit”), and scale (in two forms, a close matching 

head, and a close matching pinna, then scaled) and a combined form 

(combining both close matching head, and close matching pinna).  These were 

then tested with a subject. 

“According to the test, all methods are possible to be used for virtual sound localization 
in the horizontal plane. But for the vertical plane, all the methods have some problems” (Rund 
and Saturka 651).

The work of Hugeng and Gunawan suggests an improved method for 

HRTF individualisation (31). The study uses multiple regression models to 

equate the magnitude variants of HRTFs to a small number of anthropometric 

measurements. This in theory would allow a user to make a few measurements 

of their own, and be able to find a “best fit” (Hugeng and Gunwan 32). The 
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research concludes that 

“the proposed method shows better performance in the objective simulation 
experiments than that of similar research” (Hugeng and Gunwan 40). 

This research only tested on the horizontal plane, and did not test 

elevation. Similarly the work of Bilinski et al (4468) uses minimal anthropometric

measurements to synthesis HRTFs for the user. The research uses the 

anthropometric measurements of the  CIPIC datasets(Bilinski et al 4469) (Algazi

“The CIPIC HRTF Database”) in order to synthesis HRTFs for a new subject. A 

subjects anthropometric measurements are input, and compared against a 

dataset, to find a “best fit” (based on stored measurements and HRTFs). 

Although this technique was mathematically compared against other 

estimation/synthesis methods (and found to give favourable results), the 

synthesised HRTFs were not validated in a perceptual experiment (Bilinski et al 

4471).

Although the work of (Bilinski et al 4469) worked only on Magnitude 

synthesis, this research was expanded upon by Tashev(1) to synthesis the 

phase of the HRTF using sparse anthropometric features. This research follows

the same principles as Bilinkski et al (4469). Similarly this technique was 

mathematically compared against other estimation/synthesis methods, though 

the synthesised HRTFs were not validated in a perceptual experiment(Tashev 

5).

Due to many concurrent but independent undertakings of research, both 

academic and commercial, there have been compatibility issues developing 

between different binaural systems and tools. The lack of a standard for 

exchange of HRTF means that companies keep their captured data sets and 

algorithm constraints private. This limits the datasets that can be used with an 

available binaural system and could limit the best result for the end user. As 

discussed above both generalised data sets, and minimum-phase 

approximations are audibly different from empirical HRTFs, a “standard” 

generalised data set may not provide the best result for the end user. Recently 

the Audio Engineering Society (AES) has put forward a standard defining a 

spatial audio data file format, helping to solve compatibility issues between 

binaural tools.

As the research will be undertaking work using the .SOFA standard, an 
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understanding of its structure, and scope are crucial. This will be discussed in 

detail below.

In aiming for a working exchangable format that encapsulates all of the 

previous research, and datasets, AES have identi fied and defined several 

requirements for a standardised and generalisable spatial acoustic data file 

format (7). These are:

a. Description of measurement setup with arbitrary geometry - not 

limited to special cases like regular grid or constant distance. 

(The AES standard, defines two variations, firstly a straight forward Cartesian 

coordinate system, with units in metres, and orthogonal linear values.)

Secondly a spherical coordinate system, with given angles for azimuth (rotation 

from the x axis, or a given “north”) and elevation, and a linear radius.

b. Self-describing data with a consistent definition – all the required 

information about the measurement setup must be provided as 

metadata in the file.

c. Flexibility to describe data of multiple conditions (listeners, 

distances, etc) in a single file.

d. Predefined descriptions for the most common measurement 

setups (referred to as conventions).

e. Available as binary file with data compression for ef ficient storage 

and transfer.

f. Partial file support and network support. 

“Partial file operations are for maintaining very large files, only a small fraction of which 
change between backup operations. This being the case, it is frequently useful to copy only 
sections that have changed to backup media. For this reason, partial file operations are 
typically, but not exclusively, used to support incremental backup and restore operations.” 
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(“Working with Partial Files”)

The AES standard is intended to be scalable and flexible, to match 

available rendering requirements, and to be flexible enough to include sources 

from different data sets. The standard aims to do this by creating objects, and 

storing relevant data in arrays. Below are examples of these objects.

 Receivers are used to represent acoustic sensors, must be a positive 

number (with no upper limited defined). E.g. In ear microphones on a 

subject, or microphones in a Binaural dummy.

 A Listener is a logical grouping of all receivers. A file can only contain one 

listener object, though the listener could have multiple receivers.

E.g. - A listener object could be a dummy head, or someone wearing in-

ear microphones, each microphone being a receiver. In the general case, the 

listener is a subject, and the receivers would be the subjects ears. Though as 

there is no limitation, a listener could be a group of subjects in different 

positions, and the receivers the in-ear microphones for each member of the 

group.

 Emitters are used to represent any acoustic source. The number of emitters

are required to be positive (though no upper limited is defined).

 A Source is a logical grouping of all emitters. A file can only contain one 

source object.

E.g. - A source object could be a line array or multiple driver speakers, 

with each driver (single speaker or tweeter) being an emitter.

Objects are then defined with dimensions (defines the size of the data 

matrices). Dimensions are used to describe both data and metadata. These in 

turn are used to feed datasets, via conventions (predefined descriptions for the 

most common measurement setups) to binaural rendering or real-time 

algorithms. They can also be used for data interpolation for a non-convention 

rendering or real-time algorithms. The use of convention or non-convention 

algorithms in a binaural system will impose constraints, or requirements on 

these dimensions (AES 13).
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The AES Standard also allows for a standardisation of Directional Room 

Impulse Responses (DRIR) (6), by defining room objects, a room/volume 

encapsulating the measurement set up. These can be used in conjunction with 

other “Parent” datasets (HRTFs) to create alternate representations of acoustic 

data. This can be used to place a free-field spatial audio HRTF into a given 

space, providing an alternative to the mathematical reverb model, which could 

be developed within binaural systems to allow consumers to marry the most 

suited HRTFs for their perception, with different reverberant spaces via 

convolution reverb. This ties to the work of Kendall and Martens (123), as 

discussed earlier.

The .sofa standard utilises the netcdf programming library(“Network 

Common Data Form”). 

“A set of software libraries and self-describing, machine-independent data formats that 
support the creation, access, and sharing of array-oriented scienti fic data.” 

This library allows several of the key points discussed above, for a 

generalised convention, such as partial file support, cleanly defined metadata, 

and binary file systems with data compression support. As the .sofa standard 

heavily utilises the netcdf library, a clear understanding of netcdf was 

necessary. The netcdf manual became a constant reference through the 

development of the project (“NetCDF documentation”).

The development of the SOFA convention allows for binaural tools to be 

generalised and standardised, so that they will work with any .sofa file, 

essentially any prepared and available HRTFs. This adds the ability for a 

motivated end user to utilise any dataset, acting as a step to individualisation. 

There are multiple available open source binaural tools. One such tool is 

the SSR (SoundScape renderer) (“SoundScape Renderer”) (Geier and Spors 1)

(Geier, Ahrens and Spors 1). SSR is a tool for realtime spatial audio rendering, 

written in the C++ language. The SSR uses HRTFs for binaural rendering 

“Binaural rendering uses Head Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) to reproduce the 
soundfield at the listeners ears.” (Geier, Ahrens and Spors 3).

In the earlier versions of the work, the spatial rendering was static 

“...only static scenes can be stored...”, “We are working on creating dynamic scenes 
with moving virtual sources and on saving these movements and other dynamic changes to 
ASDF files.” (Geier, Ahrens and Spors 6). 
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Later developments of the SSR added dynamic binaural synthesis, 

though was limited to the horizontal plane 

“One limitation of the SSR is that source positions are limited to the horizontal plane.” 
(Geier and Spors 8). 

This is the most recent paper on the SSR, and the homepage for the tool,

does not offer any details of further development of the tool.

Another such tool is SLAB (Sound Lab) a realtime virtual binaural 

rendering tool developed by NASAs research centre written in C++ (Wenzel, 

and Abel 3). The paper clearly defines one of the problems when emulating a 

dynamic binaural system. 

“During dynamic, real-time synthesis, only the direct path and early re flections can be 
readily updated in response to changes in listener or source position. A densely measured or 
interpolated HRTF database is needed to avoid artifacts during updates.” (Wenzel, and Abel
2). 

At this early stage the intended system was not completed, “...the current 

scenario implemented in SLAB is incomplete” (Wenzel and Abel 14). Miller and Wenzel

(2) developed the system further 

“The project is also an attempt to provide a low-cost system for dynamic synthesis of 
virtual audio over headphones that does not require special purpose signal processing 
hardware.”

The system is limited to the windows platform, which would affect the 

accessibility of end users.

Csound is a sound and music computing system which was originally 

developed by Barry Vercoe in 1985 at MIT Media Lab (http://csound.github.io). 

Csound runs on all major operating systems, and the developed system 

operates on the core principle of backwards compatibility. 

“You can still render a Csound source file from 1986 on the latest Csound release, and 
you should be able to render a file written today with the latest Csound in 2036.” 
(http://csound.github.io). 

With each revision of Csound, further tools and unit generators (sound 

modules), called opcodes are developed. Several of the opcodes for the system

are tools for binaural synthesis, these were developed by Carty (66). Several 

opcodes are offered, hrtfmove (Carty), hrtfmove2 (Carty), hrtfstat (Carty), 

hrtfearly (Carty) and hrtfreverb (Carty). The opcodes offer variations of Binaural 

tools, hrtfmove, and hrtfmove2 offering 360 degree dynamic (moving) 

spatialisation. A static binaural audio scene can be generated with the hrtfstat 

opcode. The hrtfearly and hrtfreverb tools are designed to be used as dynamic 
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binaural reverberation tools. 

“Although valid as a stand alone opcode, hrtfearly is designed to work with hrtfreverb to 
provide spatially accurate, dynamic binaural reverberation.” (Carty). 

The opcodes of Carty(71) utilise a phase truncation method (parametric 

cross fades to blend between measured points of HRTF) to minimise the 

audible change as interpolated data moves between phase measurements.  

These opcodes utilise empirical HRTFs, rather than data transformations such 

as minimum-phase models, or spherical harmonics which may affect the quality 

of the HRTF (as discussed above, dynamic sources in these models can suffer 

negative effects when a sound source moves, and the delay times change). The

opcodes also allow smooth movement using novel validated (Carty 69) 

algorithms. It was thus decided that the Csound opcodes were to be the focus 

of this study. The opcodes in Csound can be created through either User 

defined opcodes (written in the language of Csound itself), or precompiled 

opcodes written in C or C++. (“FLOSS manuals”)

As the coding within this project was created using the C programming 

language, the work of Keeley and Pohl was a constant reference (Keely and 

Pohl). The use and understanding of the FFTW (Fastest Fourier Transform in 

the West) c library(“FFTW”) was crucial as the current binaural opcodes (Carty 

105) use the FFTW3 library functions for HRIR to HRTF (Time domain to 

Frequency domain) transfers and data preparations. The FFTW manual (“FFTW

Manual”) became a resource during the programming stages.

From the literature, as discussed above, a clear focus for the research 

emerges. Previous research into binaural synthesis methods have proven to be 

not as accurate as empirical HRTFs (Kulkarni and Colburn 2828). The dif ficulty 

in capturing HRTF makes this prohibitively troublesome for the end user, and 

there is clear need for a generalised dataset. However this is not a simple 

problem with a simple solution (Huopaniemi, Zacharov and Karjalainen 16), 

generalised datasets are not as accurate as empirical HRTFs (Kulkarni and 

Colburn 2828). As an alternative, there has been success with both active 

learning (with regards to localisation) (Mendonca et al. 822)(Hofman et al 417) 

and “best fit” practices (Hugeng and Gunwan 32)(Carotti-sha and Zhang 4)

(Rund and Saturka 651). The success of these studies demonstrates a clear 

route to enabling end users to optimise their binaural experience. The SOFA 

standard is an appropriate tool to utilise in this task, as it applies a consistent 
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and accessible set of rules on how HRTF datasets are stored and presented, 

allowing more general access to end users. This thesis aims to open the 

Csound binaural tools (which is currently limited to the use of the MIT Kemar 

datasets) for use with any set of HRTFs, so that a user can more freely utilise 

both “best fit” (with a wider dataset pool) and/or employ active learning (with a 

better fitting HRTF), using the SOFA standard. Improving the Csound open 

source offerings in this manner provides a crucial development in virtual spatial 

audio. End user experience can be closer to the creators original intent. The 

powerful Csound HRTF algorithms can be further democratised, through the 

use of any SOFA dataset. Csound as an open source, backwards compatible, 

creative tool can utilise the developments in SOFA to further enable creative 

binaural work. Commercial and creative possibilities of this are discussed later 

in the thesis. 
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C Code tasks and justi fication of development 

After presenting my research at the Csound 30 Conference in Maynooth 

(“Csound 30 Papers”), and speaking with the leaders in the field, the core 

programming of the thesis became more apparent. Due to the reliance of the 

.sofa standard on the netcdf library, the importance of the backwards 

compatibility of the Csound system, and the realtime dynamic binaural 

processing of the current codes. The leaders in the field were apprehensive of 

the inclusion and reliance on another library in future Csound builds. They felt 

the inclusion of the library and the generalisation of the current opcodes could 

dramatically affect the backwards compatibility, and felt that alternate options 

would be more in line with the Csound ethos. From this, a dataset preparation 

tool (so that end users could prepare datasets themselves; which would allow 

full backwards and forwards compatibility) became the core focus.

Broadly, the code can be broken down into the following tasks and steps:

• Inclusion of core libraries to enable use of library C functions, netcdf 

functions, and FFTW functions.

• Set up and initialisation of variables to be used in the program.

• Request filename of .sofa file to convert from the user, and check that a 

valid file has been given.

• Obtain the key variables and attributes from the data arrays in the .sofa 

file, using functions from the netcdf library.

• The SOFA standard sets three key variables for the size of the array 

storing the individual IR samples.

• M - the number of measurements (Number of positions  sounds were 

played from).

• R -  the number of receivers (instruments to pick up the played sounds – 

in most cases will be two, a left and right “ear”, can be more than two, if 

multiple receiver systems are placed around the space).

• N – the number of samples in each measurement (audio resolution).

• Read and store the values from the .sofa file arrays for Data IR's and 

Source Positions.

• Check that the values of the Source Position are in spherical 

coordinates, and if not, use mathematical transform to bring values from 
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cartesian to spherical coordinates.

• Populate a Compare Source Array with the values and positions 

expected by the HRTF opcodes, based on the MIT KEMAR HRTF 

samples.

• Compare the Source position array to the MIT values, to see if the values

match, if not, the Source Position array is flagged as needing 

interpolation.

• The Size of the Data IR array is then truncated if necessary, to meet the 

length of the Data IR's expected by the opcode.

• Truncated values are done via an offset, by finding the smallest delay to 

the beginning of relevant data, for all of the IR's, and only extracting data 

from that point on.

• Where interpolation is needed, each data point expected in the HRTF 

opcodes (from the MIT Kemar dataset), is compared to every point in the

source positions in the .sofa file used.

• The distance between each point in the Source array, and the opcode is 

found, and the four minimum values, and their original location in the 

Dataset is stored.

• There were issues with reversals, points on the opposite side of the 

“sphere” of coordinates being read as very low distances. A Quadrant 

check was made to ensure that only values within +/- 45 degrees of the 

HRTF opcode points were used.

• A weighting value is calculated for each of four closest points, based on 

the distance to the value needed. The closer a point is, the more heavily 

it is weighted.

• The value of IR at each of the 4 minimum positions is read and stored 

from the Data IR array (in the original .sofa file).

• These values are then converted from time domain HRIR's to frequency 

Domain HRTF's using the FFTW functions (Fast Fourier Transform).

• As the opcodes utilise polar coordinates, with both magnitude and phase 

values, the HRTF's are converted to polar coordinates.

• The polar magnitude of the four closest points are interpolated with the 

calculated weighting.
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• This value with the value of phase for the closest point are stored in an 

output array as the value that would be obtained at this point in space 

(MIT KEMAR Measurement) with the “ears” used for this dataset. This 

follows the phase-truncation methodology (Carty 71).

• These values are stored for all of the positions expected by the HRTF 

opcodes.

• Where interpolation is not necessary the above steps are replaced. The 

HRIR's are converted to HRTF's via the FFTW functions. Then converted

to polar coordinates, calculating magnitude and phase values, and stored

in the output array.

• User input is requested for file naming purposes, and this is appended 

with details for sample rate, and which ear the file is for, saved as a .dat 

file.

Each step, as detailed above, provides an insight into elements of the 

research, and technical problem solving in completing the task. Research 

garnered a clear understanding of the SOFA standard, in how the system is 

defined, and how it can be accessed. The current Csound HRTF opcodes were 

dissected, with how they access HRTFs being crucial in development of the 

tool. Speci fically these elements were used in forming robust solutions (as the 

contents of all SOFA files cannot be predicted). This also required 

considerations to sample size, and delays in recording systems used in 

capturing the samples, to best fit the sample readings. The program also 

required the use of Fourier transform tools to move samples from the time 

domain (HRIR) as stored within SOFA, to frequency domain (HRTF) as 

expected by the binaural tools. An empirical HRTF is preferable, so the solution 

avoids minimum-phase models. The phase of each sample would need to be 

taken into consideration, drawn from the Fourier transforms. Similarly the phase

of samples would need to be taken into consideration when interpolating.  

Research was also required to ensure that the tool could work with multiple co-

ordinate systems in SOFA files, speci fically when interpolation was required (as 

the position of each recorded sample in the SOFA file, may not match the 

“expected” position of the datasets used in the Csound opcodes). 

The following section contains a gradatim (gradual and methodical) 

walkthrough of the completed SOFA to Csound preparation tool. Where 
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processes are repeated within the code, a reference to a previous definition is 

offered. The coding task brought up a number of complex issues, requiring a 

deep understanding of the topic; it is hoped that the following section illustrates 

this.
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C Program code walkthrough

The beginning of the C code includes several header files. The header files are 

links to functions and definitions of libraries. The following libraries were 

included in the code.

The #include tells the preprocessor when compiling to include a copy of the 

header files. The < > tell the preprocessor that these files are the “usual” 

location (as opposed to giving the full address of each library.)

The stdlib.h header contains several definitions for variable, and standard 

functions used through the code, for example malloc().

The stdio.h header contains several key functions for reading, and writing to 

files, and from the command line.

The unistd.h header contains definitions for NULL, R_OK, and W_OK which are

used within the code.

The string.h header contains set of functions for manipulating and 

concatenating arrays of characters.

The math.h header contains key mathematical definitions such as M_PI, and 

mathematical function definitions such as atan(), sin(), cos(), used in the 

manipulation of spherical coordinates within the code.

The netcdf.h header contains functions, and key definitions from the netcdf 

library, used for retrieving data from and placing data into the netcdf data 

arrays. This library is a non-standard library and requires the use of “ flags” 

when compiling, in this case the use of -lnetcdf, tells the compiler to include 

the netcdf library when compiling the source code.
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The fftw3.h header contains functions for fast fourier transforms, from the 

FFTW3 (fastest fourier transform in the west) library. This library is used to 

process the HRIR (time domain ) data, read from the .sofa data array, and 

transform these into frequency spectra. The HRIR's are stored in the Data.IR 

array in the .sofa files, and the terms are used interchangeably in the discussion

on the code.

After the #include is used to prepare the precompiler, definitions are created, 

to be used throughout the code. Definitions are prepared with #defne.

MAXSTRING is used to allocate space for the maximum length of strings ( file 

names, user inputs) in the code

SQUARE is used to square the value of a variable.

The char character arrays are shared between different functions, so are set up 

early in the code. As the .sofa file stores names of arrays, an exact value for the

length of each character array cannot be set, using MAXSTRING, allows for 

most filenames.

int i is an integer that is used in loops, and shared between functions, so is set 

up early in the code.

The minelev variable is the minimum elevation used in the MIT KEMAR 

dataset, which defines the dimensions used in the hrtfmove Csound opcodes.

The elevincrement is the elevation increment in degrees between each set 

of measurements when moving in the vertical plane.
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truncBits is defined as 128 as the opcode utilises 128 samples for each 

measurement in the set, and this value is used when truncating measurement 

values longer than this.

The elevationarray[14] sets the number of measurements for each 

elevation from -40 up, as defined by the MIT KEMAR dataset.

The above code defines the stringread() function. The line void 

stringread(void) defines the expected output “void”, the name of the 

function “stringread”, and the expected input “(void)”. In this case the 

function expects no input, and passes no ouput. The function includes all the 

code between the { } brackets.

The first line prints to screen, asking the user to input the filename of the .SOFA

file they wish to convert.

Then the function works in a loop, getting and saving individual characters 

inputted by the user until a return (\n) is inputted.

Starting the loop at i = 0, the function then uses the getchar() function to 

store a character input by the user,the value of i is incremented on each loop, 

and the loop stops when a return is entered,

Within each loop, the character input is stored at the location i in the filename 

array. I.e. The first character is stored at flename[0], the second character is

stored at flename[1] etc.

The function then prints to the screen including the name that the user input.
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The second function is stringwrite(). The function here passes no value out,

but expects an input of a double precision floating-point number named 

“SampleRate” - which should be the value of sample rate as read from the 

.SOFA file.

The for loop at the start of the function cycles through the full length of the 

filename variable setting each value to 0, essentially resetting the variable.

The printf() lines will print the instructions to the screen, asking for the user to

name the output file, and letting the user know that this will be appended with 

the sampler rate value, followed by l.dat and r.dat. 

Similarly to the stringread() function, this then reads the command line input 

from the user, and stores the characters input, until a return is entered.

The sprintf() function prints the value of the double SampleRate to a 

string, here cast as an int (so that it is a whole number without decimal point). 

This line is repeated for SRl and SRr (sample rate left, and sample rate left 

respectively). 

The strcopy() function copies a string from one variable to another. Here 
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copying the users input stored as filename, to flenamel and flenamer (the 

filename for the left and right .dat file respectively).

The strcat() function adds the a string or string set defined to the end of a 

previous stored string array. In the 3 sets, it adds “l” to the filenamel and “r” to 

filenamer. Then adding “.dat” to each of the sample rate lengths string arrays. 

The code then concatenates these string arrays together.

If a user was to input the filename hrtf and had a sample rate of 48000, this 

sequence would save the filenames as hrt fl48000.dat and hrtfr48000.dat.

The majority of the code is defined within the main function. The beginning of 

the function sets the variables used within the code, the explanation of the 

variables are much clearer when explaining them in use. Each variable will be 

described in context as they are used within the code.

The first “working” line of code calls, the stringread() function, which takes 

the user input as defined above. The next line sets the conditional if() 

statement, this means that the code inside the {} brackets, only runs when the 

condition is met. Here access(flename, F_OK) != -1inside the conditional 

if() checks that the filename that the user has inputted can be opened and 

accessed. If not the main code of the program is skipped.

  

If the condition is not met, the user is given the warning as above, and the 

program completes without and further processing.
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Provided that the file can be opened, and accessed, the program continues.

nc_open() is a netcdf function. The function is used to open an existing netcdf

dataset for access. The function requires the passing of three variables. 

filename is the string array storing the name of the file to be opened.

NC_NOWRITE is a “ flag” de fining the behaviour of the dataset, here opening 

the dataset with only read access.

&ncid passes the address of a variable int, set and initialised in the variable 

set up earlier in the code. This will store the value of the ID of the netcdf library 

used when accessing the rest of dataset. The nc_open() function returns an 

int when complete, here stored in status. This is then compared against the 

definition NC_NOERR (the netcdf library value for no error). If status is returned 

as an error (i.e. not returned as no error), the general warning is printed to the 

screen as above. The nc_sterror function is called, and will pass a static 

reference based on the value of status that's passed to the function.

nc_inq() is a netcdf function, sending an enquiry to the dataset, and returning 

the values of key elements. Returning the number of dimensions in the dataset, 

the number of variables, the number of attributes and the ID for the unlimited 

dimension.
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ncid is the dataset ID returned from the nc_open call.

&ndims is the address of an int ndims, to store the number of dimensions 

defined in the dataset.

&nvars is the address of an int nvars, to store the number of variables 

defined in the dataset.

&ngatts is the address of an int ngatts, to store the number of attributes 

defined in the dataset.

&unlimdimid is the address of an int unlimdimid, to store the ID of the 

unlimited dimension of the dataset, where one is present in the dataset.

This function call and the resulting values are not used within, or crucial to the 

main function. This was used as a secondary test, to ensure that the .SOFA file 

opens and reads correctly. All values retrieved were compared against the 

values read using the netcdf command line tool. This uses the command line 

ncdump -h nameoffle.sofa, to print all of the header metadata to the 

screen for a user.

The next netcdf function is nc_inq_varid(), which is a call to retrieve the 

metadata id tag for a variable in the .sofa file with a known name, as the SOFA 

standard defines the names for the each variables and array, this function will 

be repeatedly used.

The function expects 3 “arguments” to be passed.

ncid – the dataset ID returned from the nc_open call

a string matching a variable name within the file
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and an address to an int to return the value of the ID for the variable

as in earlier netcdf expressions this function will return a value to status, having 

run correctly, or in the case that an error occurs. When an error occurs a 

warning is printed to the screen, and the error code is printed, for the user.

The commented code (any code following a double forward slash “//” is ignored 

by the compiler) below this printed the returned value for the data IR variable 

ID. This could then be directly compared to the expected value obtained via the 

ncdump command line tool, acting as a further error check. This print is not 

crucial to the running of the code, so has been commented out.

As the array carrying the data IR samples is of unknown size to the user, the 

netcdf “size” variables have to be obtained, and used to create memory space, 

before the data ir samples can be read and used in the code.

The SOFA standard sets three key variables for the size of the array storing the 

individual IR samples.

M - the number of measurements (Number of positions that sounds were 

played from).

R -  the number of receivers (instruments to pick up the played sounds – in most

cases will be two, a left and right “ear”, can be more than two, if multiple 

receiver systems are placed around the space).

N – the number of samples in each measurement (audio resolution).

A similar set of call's are used for each dimension. Firstly a call is made using 
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nc_inq_dimid() (netcdf inquiry to the id of a dimension with a given name). 

This inquiry expects 3 arguments.

ncid – the dataset ID returned from the nc_open call.

a string matching a dimension name within the file.

and an int address to store the value of the dimension ID.

The call to the function also contains an error check as before.

With the Dimenion ID found the nc_inq_dimlen() function is called. This 

retrieves the size/length of the dimension from the file. The function expects 3 

arguments.

The id of the file (ncid) as before

the ID of the dimension required, found in the nc_inq_dimid() previously, and

an int address to store the length of the dimension. The call to the function also 

contains an error check as before.

The commented out code below this printed the returned value for the M, so 

that this could be directly compared to the expected value obtained via the 

ncdump command line tool.
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This code is repeated for the variable R.

The variable N.

The variable C.
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The variable I.

Variables I and C are not used in the data IR array, though are used in other 

arrays in the sofa file, e.g source position, emitter position.These can also be 

used to check against values obtained with the ncdump command line tool.

I is the singleton dimension and used as a scalar value definition

C is a Coordinate triplet.
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The nc_inq_varid() is used as before to get the ID of the sampling rate used 

with the variable. Here used to get the variable ID of the sample rate used in the

.sofa file.

The nc_get_vara() is used to obtain the value of the sample rate. The 

nc_get_vara() function requires 5 arguments.

ncid – the id of the open file

SampleRateID - The ID of the variable required (here its the sample rate)

startSR – an array with the starting point point/addresses for the values 

required from the array in each Dimension

countSR – an array with the ending point for the values required from the array

in each Dimension

Although Both are initialised as an array with 1 value, and with that value as 

zero, countSR's value is set to the value obtained from the sofa file before the 

nc_get_vara() function is called.

The last argument is the address of a double to store the value of the sample 

rate. The code following is for error checking as defined earlier.

Before the HRTF samples can be read from the file, space must be allocated to 

store the information for processing.
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Initially in the code data_ir_vals is set up as a pointer to a double which is 

initialised as NULL.

The malloc() function is used to allocate memory. The size of memory 

allocated for data_ir_vals is M times R times N doubles, created as a 1 

dimensional array.

Originally in the code had used a 3 dimensional array, with 1 dimension of M 

length, 1 of R length, and 1 of N length. 

Essentially this array worked as an 1 dimensional array of pointers, pointing to a

second 1 dimensional array of pointers, pointing to a 1 dimensional array of 

doubles. This allows the arrays to be accessed via data_ir_vals[m][r][n]. It

can simplify array arithmetic and positional referencing.

However this called unexpected issues with both the netcdf and FFT3W 

libraries, causing unpredictable and strange segmentation faults. This method is

discussed on the FFTW website as incompatible with FFTW “using it will cause 

FFTW to die a painful death”(“Dynamic Arrays in C”).

The malloc() call is followed by an error check, if data_ir_vals has not 

been correctly allocated it will remain as NULL, and an error will be printed to 

the screen for the user.
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The count array is set here – with the 3 dimension sizes set, as M, R and N the 

size of the data array.

Both start and count are initialised as arrays of length 3 with all values set to 

zero, when the variables are set up at the beginning of the main() function.

This is because the Data.IR array will be 3 dimensions, as discussed earlier.

The nc_get_vara() call works as explained earlier, passing the id of the file, 

the id of the variable wanted, the start and end values for each dimension, and 

the address of a variable to store the values. As data_ir_vals was created as

a pointer, and then had memory allocated as a 1d array, the & symbol is not 

required.
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Commented out of the code below this, is a set of nested for loops, used to 

print the values obtained to the screen. This was used as a test to compare 

values obtained with the ncdump command line tool.

The next section of the code involves getting the listener data from the .sofa file

Firstly obtaining and error checking the ListenerPositionID, using the 

nc_inq_varid() as discussed before.
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After this a call to nc_inq_var() to learn about the Listener Position Variable. 

The function expects 7 arguments.

ncid – the id of the opened netcdf file.

varid – the id of the variable to be enquired about, in this case the 

ListenerPositionID obtained from the previous call.

name – the name of the netcdf variable – here this is set to 0 or NULL, as we 

do not need to find the variable name. The variable name is consistent across 

the .sofa file standard, and we use this earlier in the code to find the variable ID.

l_type – a pointer to where the typeid will be stored,

ListenerDimNum – a pointer to an int to store the number of dimensions in 

the variable.

ListenerDimID – a pointer to an array to store the ID of the dimensions.

ListenerAttNum – a pointer to an int where the number of attributes will be 

stored.

Once the listener Dimension Number is found, and the Listener Dimension ID's 

have been obtained, we can cycle through a for loop to obtain the length and 
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Name of each Dimension.

The loop cycles from 0 to the Number of Listener dimensions. For each loop the

nc_inq_dim() function is called. This function returns the name and length of 

a dimension, of an array for a given Dimension ID. This function expects 4 

arguments.

ncid – netcdf file id, as before.

dimid – Dimension ID, here the ListenerDimID from the nc_inq_var().

name – returned dimension name, here an array.

length – the dimension length, here an array.

the [i] will be replaced with a number during each loop, so the first loop will be 

0, the second 1, and so on.

The first dimension ID (ListenerDimID[0]) will store its name in 

ListenerDimName[0] and its Length in ListenerPositionLength[0] and 

so on.

The commented out code is a set of print to screen instructions, used to 

compare the variables obtained to the values from the ncdump command line 

tool.

Once all of the information about the ListenerPosition has been read from 

the .sofa file, the array of listener positions can be obtained.

As the dimensions were unknown before opening the file, memory must be 

allocated using the malloc() function.
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As the Dimension lengths are stored in the ListenerPositionLength[] 

array, the memory allocated will need to refer to these. Here the space 

allocated will be ListenerPositionLength[0] * 

ListenerPositionLength[1] doubles. Here this is expected to be C * I – C 

for 3 coordinates (either cartesian or spherical coordinates in 3D space), and I 

as 1, the scalar de finition. ListenerPosition is a two dimensional array, 

defined within the SOFA standard.

As before when obtaining a variable, the count array, expects to have the length

of each dimension. So here countL[0] is assigned to the length of 

ListenerPositionLength[0] and countL[1] the length of 

ListenerPositionLength[1].

As ListenerPosition is a pointer, which has been allocated memory and 

defined as a 1 dimensional array, an & is not required when passing to the 

nc_get_vara() function. All other elements behave as the nc_get_vara() 

function called to obtain the Data IR samples.

The commented code was used at various stages in the codes development to 

print the values obtained to the screen, so that they could be veri fied against the

.sofa header when developing the code.
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The next task in the code is to obtain the sourcePositionID, this is done 

using the nc_inq_varid() function as explained earlier, and utilising its error 

checking.

Similarly to the ListenerPosition, the attributes of SourcePosition are 

obtained using the nc_inq_var() function, and values obtained tested by print

for comparison to the .sofa header information (though this has been 

commented out of the running code).
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Similarly a for loop uses these attributes to read the dimension name, and 

length, and store them in respective arrays SourceDimName and 

SourcePositionLength.

As before, memory is allocated for the Source Position array, using the 

dimensions found in the previous inquiry. Following the SOFA standard, 

SourcePosition will be stored in the sofa file as a two dimensional array, so 

referencing both dimensions here allocates a 1 dimensional space to fit all 

values from the .sofa SourcePosition array.

Here an error check is also performed incase the malloc() fails and no 

memory is allocated. as explained earlier there were issues with allocating 

memory in multiple dimensions, the error check ensures that the memory has 

been correctly allocated. The user will be given a warning message printed to 

screen, if the allocation fails.

As the code utilises spherical positioning later in the text, a second memory 

allocation is performed for SpherePosition. This is used later in the code if 

the SourcePosition is in cartesian coordinates. This code is the same as the 

memory allocation for the Source Position array, and can be seen in the figure 
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below.

As in previous examples when setting up for the use of the nc_get_vara() 

function, the CountS array must be filled with the length of the dimensions of 

the array. This is then used within the nc_get_vara() call to store the source 

positions. Afterwards an error check is performed. Similar to previous examples 

in the commented out code, values were printed to the screen to test against 

values obtained from the .sofa header.

To keep the code generalised, and to help this work cohesively with a wide 

span of .sofa files, the Source Position Type (how the coordinates are stored), 

and the Source Position Units (i.e. Degree, meter) must be read from the .sofa 

file.
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When reading the Source Position Type and units, these are stored as strings 

of characters, and to correctly print these the length of each needs to be know.

In the above figure the nc_inq_attlen() function is called twice, it inquires 

from the .sofa file the length of a named attribute. This requires that the .sofa 

files ID and Variables ID have been included. 

Here it can be seen that the Source Position ID and netcdf id (ncid) is passed. 

The name of the attributes required are passed as strings to the function. The 

function passes the values stored to the address allocated, which is the last 

argument of the function. Here they are &SourcePositionTypeLength, and 
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&SourcePositionUnitsLength respectively.

The attributes are gotten by using the nc_get_att() function which behaves 

similarly to the nc_inq_attlen() function. The function expects to have the 

netcdf file ID, the variable ID, and a string representing the attribute required. In 

the figure above seen as “Type” and “Units”, which are speci fied within the 

conventions of the .sofa standard. All .sofa files will have these attributes, with 

these speci fied names. The value of the attribute is passed to the address, 

presented as the last argument of the function. Each function is followed by the 

usual netcdf error check.

When the values have been read, they are printed to the screen for the user. 

Using for loops which cycle through the array storing the characters, 

characters are printed to the screen, one by one, for the length of attribute. The 

length of the attribute found via nc_inq_attlen().
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After the Source Positions are read and stored, the Emitter Positions are read. 

A Source is the sound source when playing back in an environment. A source 

can contain several emitters. A source could be a speaker array, and the 

emitters the individual speakers in the array.

As with the other positional arrays, firstly the Array ID is found using the 

nc_inq_varid().

Then this id is used in the nc_inq_var() function to read the Number of 

dimensions, and the ID of each dimension. As used previously prints to the 

screen have been commented out, though these were used in development to 

test that the correct values were obtained.
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As with Listener Position and Source Position, two arrays are filled using the 

nc_inq_dim() function. One for the Name of each dimension, and one for the 

Length of each Dimension.

As with the other positional arrays, once the Dimensions of the Arrays are 

found, memory must be allocated before storing the values from the sofa file. 

With Emitter Position arrays the sofa convention defines the Emitter Position 

array as a 3 Dimensional array of doubles, which is why 3 values from 

EmitterPositionLength[] are used. After malloc() when the memory has 

been allocated, the array is error tested. Then the CountE Array is set to the 

length of each dimension of the emitter position array, necessary for the 

nc_get_vara() to read the values of Emitter Position from the .sofa file.
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Once the ID is found, and the CountE has been set, the nc_get_vara() can 

be called as earlier. As with earlier, once the emitter Position array is read, the 

values obtained are printed to screen to compare against values obtained from 

the netcdf header meta data file.

Once these key values have been read from the sofa file, we can begin to 

process the data. Firstly it is important to check the Source Position Type. 

The if() function returns a value if the conditional statement in the brackets are 

met/true. Here the code compares the strings “spherical” against those 
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found and stored in SourcePositionType, and the string “Spherical” and 

those found and stored in SourcePositionType. Here if the source position 

type is either spherical or Spherical, a flag, used within checking systems later, 

is set to zero. If the source position type is a different value the flag is set to 

one. In the sofa standard, the value of Source Position can be spherical, 

Spherical, cartesian, or Cartesian. 

The flag here is named CarttoSphere, and is used later in the code to 

determine if the values of Source Position need to be converted from cartesian 

coordinates to spherical coordinates.

Firstly the CarttoSphere flag is checked, if this is one, the code will process 

from cartesian x,y,z coordinates to Spherical Coordinates.

The int jump is used to offset values read from within an array, so initially it is 

reset to zero. This is incase it has been used in earlier blocks of code.

Then a message is printed to the screen for the user, letting them know that 

Cartesian coordinates are being converted to Spherical before further 

processing.

After this we enter a for loop to allow recursive processing.

The code will loop from 0 to the number of measurements taken in the file. Here

to keep this general, the value is set as SourcePositionLength[0] which will

correspond to the first value in the source position length array, used here in 

place of directly using M. This more generalised version is used in case the 

Source was stored as a fixed position and the listener was moved for each 
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reading, or another alternate positional reference is used.

When in Cartesian coordinates, the Source Position is laid out as X, Y , Z, and 

repeated with each measurement.

I.e. Measurement 1 X Y Z, Measurement 2 X Y Z, Measurement 3 X Y Z,

and so on.

In the first loop both l and jump are 0, so x will be read from 

SourcePosition[0], y from SourcePosition[1], and z from 

SourcePosition[2].

In the development of the code, as can be seen here, the values read were 

printed to screen so that they could be compared to the obtained via ncdump.

The values for Azimuth (rotational angle), Zenith (elevation angle), and the 

radial distance (distance from the origin) are found using trigonometry, as each 

angle creates right angled triangles with the planes in system.

Fig.4

The angle for azimuth can be found by using the values of X and Y. The 

Tangent of an angle is equal to length of Opposite/length of Adjacent sides. 

Here the value of Y forms the length of a the triangle opposite the azimuth 

angle, and the value of X forms the length of a triangle adjacent to the azimuth 
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angle.

If the tangent of the angle, would be equal to Opposite over adjacent, here Y 

over X, the arctan of Y/X would be equal to the azimuth angle.

This is done in the code azimuth = atan(y/x); . As the math.h function 

atan() returns the arctan in radians, the azimuth is multiplied by 180/pi, in the 

code M_PI is the definition of pi, stored in the math.h header.

The angle for zenith can also be found using known values, and some minor 

calculations. 

Fig. 5

Firstly the length of the thin blue line needs to be found. As the triangle that this 

forms with the X axis is a right angle triangle, and the thin blue line corresponds 

to the y value. To find the thicker blue line, the formulae Hyp² = Opp² + Adj². 

Where Hyp is our thick blue line, Opp is our y value, and Adj is our x value.

In the code this is represented by sqrt(SQUARE(x)+SQUARE(y)).

As before to find the value of the angle azimuth we can use our known values. 

Here the values of the adjacent has been calculated (thick blue line), and the 

value of the opposite will be our Z value (represented by the dotted vertical line 

in the diagram).

The tan of Opposite/adjacent will equal our zenith angle. In the code this is 

z/sqrt(SQUARE(x) + SQUARE(y)). The atan() function is then used to 

obtain the angle in radians, and the result is multiplied by 180/PI to get the 
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angle in degrees.

The values obtained are then stored in SpherePosition[], in the order 

azimuth, zenith, radial distance, as speci fied in the sofa standard (AES 8).

Jump is then increased by SourcePositionLength[1] which is defined in 

the sofa standard as C (which is defined as 3 for coordinate systems).

The curly bracket signi fies the end of the loop, which will repeat until all values 

in the SourcePosition have been processed.

Once all values for SourcePosition have been processed another loop is 

used to transfer the Spherical Coordinates in SpherePosition back into the 

SourcePosition array.

The Second curly bracket at the bottom signi fies the end of the code based on 

the conditional statement set earlier (that CarttoSphere == 1).

The next large section of code deals with testing the code to check if it needs 

interpolation, if the samples need truncating, and setting up all elements needed

for this.

Before deciding if the code needs to be interpolated, the theoretical values of 

the MIT KEMAR arrays (who's speci fications are used in the original Csound 

HRTF opcodes) are set up and ready for comparison.
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Initially the constraints of the dataset are set up at the beginning of the code, 

minelev is the minimum elevation used in the MIT dataset.

elevincrement is the increment in degree's of each elevation.

elevationarray is an array storing the number of measurements at each 

elevation.

Firstly the integers r and s are set to 0, as both are used within the loops.

The outer loop starts at minelev, and continues until 90 degrees elevation has

been reached, increasing my elevincrement (10 degrees) each time. These 

are done using variables rather than direct numbers to aim for future proofing. 

In the future if the HRTF opcodes are revised and utilise the speci fications of 
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another dataset, a simple change to the variables at the beginning of the code 

will resolve this.

For each elevation the rotational angle between each measurement is found by 

dividing 360 by the number of measurements.

The inner loop loops from zero to the number stored in the elevationarray 

for the current elevation value (given by the [s], starts at s = 0, due to reset 

outside the loops, and s increases by one, for each increase in elevation value, 

given by s++).

Inside the loop the azimuth is stored in the first CompareSourcePosition by 

multiplying the current value of q times the angle value found previously. The 

zenith is stored as the current elevation value, and the radial distance is stored 

as 1.4 (1.4 meters is the radial distance for each measurement in the MIT 

datasets).

With this theoretical CompareSourcePosition set up, values are checked to

see if interpolation will be required.

As the MIT dataset has 710 values, this is used as a quick check.

If the number of measurements in the data set is not equal to 710, the code 

between the curly brackets is run. This sets the “number of measurements” flag 

is set to zero, and “interpolation needed” flag is set to one. These values are 

used in conditional testing later in the code.
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If the value of M is = 710 the code between the curly brackets after else runs. 

Setting the “number of measurements equal” flag to 1.

In the next section of the code, if the number of measurements flag has been 

set to 1, signifying that the measurements in the dataset are equal in number to 

the measurements in the MIT dataset, this code will run (from the two outer 

curly brackets).

Firstly the int jump (used for offsetting values) is set to zero.

Two nested loops cycle through all of the values in the SourcePosition array. 

(Defined by the lengths SourcePositionLength[0] and 

SourcePositionLength[1]).

The if conditional statements compares the values of SourcePosition to 

those in CompareSourcePosition, to 3 decimal places (the roundf() 

function rounds the value to the nearest whole number, so multiplying by, then 

dividing by 1000, the function  will effectively round to the 3rd decimal place.)

If the values are not equal, the flag interpolNeed is set to 1, and break is 

used to exit the loop.If the values are equal interpolNeed is set to 0, and the 

loop continues. In the rare case where the same measurement positions have 
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been used, but the reference and order of measurement coordinates in the 

Source Position array differ, the check here will not work.  However the 

interpolations distance measurement (explained in detail further on) will match 

up the correct values (as distance to these values will be 0, so the full Data IR 

measured at that point will be used, though processed through more code).

When the inner loop is complete (which will be after 

SourcePositionLength[1] iterations, which should be 3, comparing the 

coordinates of each point), jump is incremented. Here interpolNeed is 

checked and if it is equal to 1, break is used to exit the loop. If interpolNeed
is not equal to 1, it signi fies that the values are all currently identical, and the 

check of values continues until all values have been checked, or a differing 

value has been found.

Once these checks have been completed the user is informed. A message is 

printed to the screen letting them know that either Interpolation is needed, or 

that Interpolation is not needed.

When interpolation is necessary it may also be necessary to truncate the 

number of bits in each sample, so that the prepared data will match that 

expected by the HRTF opcodes.

The conditional statement here checks that both interpolation is needed, and 

that the number of samples in each IR is not equal to truncBits, which is 
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defined earlier in the code as 128, the number of samples used in 44.1Khz and 

48Khz sample rate data sets in the opcode.

In order to make the use of the most of each sample, the samples are checked 

to find the first non-zero points (so that beginning delays can be removed, and 

as much as possible of the impulse can be captured).

To do this memory is allocated for a 1D array. set up to hold the address of the 

first pertinent sample for each measurement. This array will hold M integer 

values.

After the memory is allocated it is error checked to ensure that it has been 

allocated, issuing the user with a warning if it an error occurs.

The user is informed of the ongoing process, with a print statement to notify 

them of the need for truncation.

The memory for a 1D array the size of M*R*truncBits doubles is allocated 

and named data_ir_valsTrunc. As discussed earlier M is the number of 

measurements, R is the number of receivers (ears) and truncBits is the 

number of bits in each IR expected by the opcode. Using truncBits instead of 

N here will ensure that the exact space required by the HRTF opcodes will be 

allocated.

The set up of the array is then checked for errors, and a message is printed to 

the screen to inform the user of what the code is doing.

To test for the first pertinent sample, the IR is checked for the first two non-zero 

values.
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As jump will be used as an offset in the loops, its first set to 0.

There are three nested for loops, which cycle through Measurements, 

receivers and samples. The inner loop cycles first, then the middle loop then the

outer loop.

So for each measurement, all of the samples of the left ear are checked, then 

all of the samples of the right ear, then the loop moves on to the next 

measurement and repeats.

The first conditional statement checks that we're checking after the first two 

samples (k is greater than 1). It then checks that the current sample and the 

next sample are greater than 1, if they are is truncAddress for this ear and 

measurement is set to the sample before our current non-zero point, then 

break is used to exit the loop. 

The next statement checks that the values are alternately both below zero 

(indicating that they are of interest and not “noise”). It then similarly sets the 

truncAddress to the value before the current sample, then break is used to 

exit the loop.
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The conditional statement here offers an alternative, if we are within the first two

samples, and the current value, and the next value, are both greater than, or 

both less than 0, the address is set to the very first sample.

The conditional statement here looks to see if we are at the very last sample. If 

we have reached the very last sample and it and the previous value are both 

above or below 0, we set the truncAddress to 0, as the sample contains no 

pertinent data.

After each conditional statement is checked and processed, the jump offset is 

increased. As the code is looping within the receivers, except for the last 
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receiver, the offset value is increased by the number of samples in each IR. 

When the last receiver is reached the outer “Measurement” loop iterates, to stop

a double increase of jump, the code does not increase jump on the last 

receiver. When looping between measurements, the offset value is increased 

by the number of samples in each IR every time.

The user is given a printed statement to the screen to let them know the current 

process in the code, finding of the minimum value of delay before our pertinent 

samples.

To do this firstly the variable minimumDelayValue is set to truncBits (defined 

as 128 in the code).

After this a for loop cycles through all of the values stored in the 

truncAddress array, and if the value is lower than the current value of 

“delay”, the lower value is stored in minimumDelayValue. This check is 

completed on all values stored in truncAddress to give us the minimum value

for each IR.

This minimum is then used to offset where each value is taken from, essentially 

chopping off any unnecessary samples from the beginning of each IR.
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The next section of code writes the values from the Data IR's into the truncated 

Data IR's, using the minimum delay offsets.

As two offsets are needed, one to offset to the beginning of a new IR with N 

samples, and one to offset to a new storage point for truncBits samples, 

jump and jumpb are set to zero. 

The transfer then takes place in 3 nested for loops, Cycling through each 

receiver for each Measurement. The samples loop runs from the Minimum 

delay found, until 128 samples (truncBits) later. The value at the minimum 

delay address, i.e. 4 samples in, will be written in the data_ir_valsTrunc[0],

as the K offset for data_ir_vals is subtracted from the addressing for 

data_ir_valsTrunc. As the two arrays are two different sizes, their offsets 

are different. For data_ir_valsTrunc – each IR should be 128 samples long, 

so jump increases by this for each iteration of Receiver (baring the last loop of 

receiver, so as not to double offset when the loop passes to the outer loop) and 

each iteration of measurement. Similarly each IR in data_ir_vals will be N 

samples long, as found earlier in the code. So each loop of receiver (baring the 

last loop of receiver, so as not to double the offset) and each loop of 

Measurement,  jumpb, the offset, is increased by N.

This results in a truncated version of the data IR's from the original sofa file.

As the file has been truncated, this could result in non-zero crossing points at 

the end of each IR, so a small fade needs to be added to prevent this.
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As jump is used again for an offset, its value is reset to zero before used.

Three nested for loops are used to cycle receivers, and measurements, and 

the individual samples for the IR's. The conditional statement, runs only for the 

last ten samples in each IR (from truncBits – 10 to truncBits). When in the 

last ten samples the value stored in data_ir_valsTrunc is multiplied by 

(truncBits – (k+1))/10, so its distance from the last bit/10.  For example Bit 

119 would be (128 – 120)/10, which is 0.8, and so on, reducing the value to 

zero by the last sample. The jump value is increased by the length of the IR's 

for each loop of the receivers (bar the last loop), and for every loop of 

measurement.

Just below this code is a further Curly bracket, ending the conditional code that 

is based on interpolation being needed, and N not being equal to truncBits.

There is a direct clone of this code for data that has been flagged as not 

needing interpolation, and N not equal to truncBits.
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A truncAddress array has memory allocated, the data_ir_vals are 

searched for pertinent samples, with the addresses of these saved. Then the 

minimum offset is found, and used to transfer values from data_ir_vals, to 

data_ir_valsTrunc, as explained above. Similarly a fade out is added to the 

last ten samples.

The code also checks that interpolation is needed and N is equal to truncBits.

The code then cycles through each measurement and receiver, with the offsets 

working as before, and transfers each value directly. Here jumpB and jump 

are used purely for clarity purposes, as the reference for data_ir_vals IR 

length is N and data_ir_valsTrunc IR is truncBits in length, and these two

numbers have been checked to be equal.
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As a final alternative, in the case that interpolation is not needed, and N is equal

to truncBits, the values of data_ir_vals is directly transferred to 

data_ir_valsTrunc. This allowed the use of more general interpolation, and 

FFT processing, by having all variations covered, and values transferred to 

data_ir_valsTrunc.

With the data IR's in all variations transferred to data_ir_valsTrunc, 

interpolation was required. A print statement is written to the screen to inform 

users of the processes about to be undertaken. Here distances from each point 

to the theoretical points are calculated to find the closest possible points, to 

interpolate with.

A 1D array is allocated in memory to store the distance from each measured 

source Position to the theoretical point used in the MIT data set, and expected 

in the HRTF opcodes. Source Position has two dimensions, the number of 

measurements and the number of coordinates per measurement. Here these 

two dimensions multiplied, and then divided by 3 will allocate an array the size 

of the measurements for doubles. Rather than directly using M, this generalised

approach allows for alternative measurement methods.
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The next large block of code is used for interpolation of the values, the 

conditional statement, ensures that before this runs, interpolation is needed and

data_ir_valTrunc has been populated with values, and is not a null value.

The variables jump, azimuth, and zenith, are variables that are used 

recursively in the code that follows, so they are reset here prior to use.

Prior to the interpolation itself, each point in the sofa file are checked against 

the theoretical MIT values, to find the closest points. As the MIT data set is 710 

Measurements, each with 3 coordinates, a loop from 0 to 710*3 is made. Each 

iteration of the loop jumps 3 spaces (so that for each loop I starts at the next 

measurement coordinate).

TestAngleHi, and TestAngleLo are variables used to limit the quadrant that 

calculated x, y and z cartesian coordinates can be in. This is used to ensure 

that the distance check takes into consideration the problem of reversals from 

the spherical to cartesian coordinates transformation.

Due to the orientation of the coordinate system in the .sofa standard, variations 

on the standard spherical to cartesian coordinates transforms are defined(AES 

8).

X = radial distance * Cos(zenith) * Cos(azimuth).

Y = radial distance * Cos(zenith) * Sin(azimuth).
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Z = radial distance * Cos (Zenith).

In our case as the opcodes approximate changes in apparent distance, we can 

ignore radial distance, or assume all radial distances are equal at 1, and 

remove these from the equations.

As the values are stored in the CompareSourcePosition array, in the order 

azimuth, zenith, radial distance. CompareSourcePosition[i] is used to pass

the value of azimuth, CompareSourcePosition[i+1] to pass the value of 

zenith.

As the functions cos(), and sin(), in the math.h library expect radian values, 

the degree values stored in CompareSourcePosition are Multiplied by pi/180 to 

obtain the equivalent radian values.

In a nested for loop, cycling through all of the values of the SourcePosition 

(M measurements, each with 3 coordinates, here signi fied by the values in the 

SourcePositionLength array) each value of the SourcePosition is 

transformed to cartesian coordinates. As before each iteration jumps 3, so that 

it begins at a new measurement coordinate set, the coordinates being stored in 

the order azimuth, zenith, radial distance.

azimuth is calculated as the value stored as SourcePosition[k]* pi/180, 

similarly zenith is calculated as the value stored at SourcePosition[k+1] 

*pi/180, to give the values of each in radians.

After this the Cartesian coordinates are calculated as for the MIT values.
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With both sets of cartesian coordinates calculated, the distance between the 

points in the .sofa file and the current MIT Point is calculated, and stored in the 

distance array (in order from measurement 0 to the last measurement).

Distance is calculated by using the mathematical formula,

distance = square root of ((x2 – x1)² + (y2 – y1)² + (z2 – z1)²).

The distance from the MIT theoretical point to each Measurement point is 

calculated and stored in the distance array.

After this the 4 minimum values of distance are found, and their original position

(in the array) tracked.

To to this the values of the minimum array are initially set to the first four values 

of the distance array, and the values of the array storing location is set to the 

integer values that these values relate to.

To order these points, the points are compared in a set of nested for loops.

Here if the value at min[0] is bigger that the next value min[1] in the array 

their orders are swapped, then the next value in the array min[2] is checked, 

and if the value now in min[0] is bigger, they are swapped. This continues until

all values have been checked. The loop then repeats the process with the value

in min[1] against the values after, and so on, until all values are in ascending 

order.
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The values now ordered in min[0] to min[3] are then checked against the 

original values in distance[], and wherever the values match, the value of 

location is stored to match the original placement of the values in the distance 

array.

Before checking the rest of the distance values, to find the closest four values, a

set of constraints are set. To ensure that values are in similar quadrants, and 

have not been reversed, a set of constraints are set and checked to ensure that 

the current value is within 90 degree's of the MIT theoretical values.

This happens within a loop, so as to check all values from the 4th value of 

distance until all values are checked.

For our constraints firstly 45 is added to the value of our MIT azimuth and this is

set as TestAngleHI. This is then checked to keep the angle within a 360 circle

(if the value passes 360, 360 is taken away).

Then 45 degrees are subtracted from our MIT azimuth and this is set as 
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TestAngleLo. This is checked to see if the value falls below 0, if it does 360 is 

added to it, to keep the values within our 360 degree circle.

Our Source Position azimuth angle is read and set to the variable SPangle.

These values are then compared. Firstly in the case where our high and lo 

angles will cross the 360/0 line.

If the azimuth for out theoretical value is less that 45, or greater than 315, our 

TestAngleHi and TestAngleLo will cross the 0/360 line. In this case we 

check that our value is between 0 and the TestAngleHi, or between our 

TestAngleLo and 360. If the value is between these points it is deemed valid, 

and ignore = 0 is set (a flag which will be checked later), if the value is not 

between these points the code sets ignore = 1, so that this value will be 

ignored lated in the code.

After this the code checks the cases where TestAngleHi and TestAngleLo 

will not cross the zero line. Here the code is much simpler. If the angle of our 

current measurement is bigger than TestAngleLo, and smaller than 

TestAngleHi, ignore = 0, and the value will be used in the comparison. If it 

does not meet these criteria, ignore = 1, and the value will be deemed invalid.
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To find the four closest values for interpolation, the value of ignore, and the 

values of distance are checked. If ignore = 0, and values are valid, the value 

of distance is checked against all of the distances set in the min[] array. All still

within our nested for loop. Here if a value is smaller than a value that exists 

already in the min[] array all values in the array are shifted to make room, and 

the new value, and its location are stored in the correct space in the respective 

arrays. If the value is bigger than the second value in the array, but larger than 

the first, the third value is passed to the fourth position, as is its location. The 

second value is passed to the third, as is its location, then the new lower value 

is stored, as is its location in position 2, in both the min[] and location[] 

arrays.

When this loop is complete the min[] array will contain the four closest values 

to our current MIT theoretical point, and the location[] array will store their 
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original position in the distance array (and hence the measurement that they 

correspond to).

As the distances are unlikely to be equal, each value must be weighted for 

interpolation.

Firstly the total distance in the four minimum values is calculated.

An interim weighting value is assigned by dividing the total distance by the 

distance to each point. Each of these weights is then added to give a total 

weight. 

Then the weight for each point is found by dividing each weight by the total 

weight. Here the code also used roundf() to round the values (the *100/100 

gives the round to 2 decimal places).

Checks and modi fications are then made for special cases. Firstly if the lowest 

value is an exact match for the theoretical point being tested, the full weight is 

given to this and the other points will be set to 0.

If by chance after rounding the values of all the weights do not add up to 1 
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(implying 100%), the difference is added to weightA, the weighting for the 

closest point.

Once the weights have been allocated, the values of the Data.IR's are 

transferred to left and right variables. Initially a conditional check is made to 

ensure that there are more than 2 receivers, stored in the .sofa file. Here A B C 

D in the name of the variables indicates the closest to furthest values calculated

in distance. Here l and r indicates the left ear and right ear's IR data. As 

location[0] stores the original Measurements location, of the closest value, 

location[0] is used along with the number or receivers, and the amount of 

values in each IR, to offset the beginning of the transfer. For the right ear, 

another truncBits is added as an offset. Here the + l steps through each 

value of the sample (as this will change with each loop). This is similarly 

repeated for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th closest measurements. The curly brackets close 

both the recursive for, and the conditional if loop.
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In the condition that the dataset contains only 1 receiver, the transfer is 

processed in an alternate method. This is necessary, as in the case that a data 

file contained only a single receiver, the previous code would write the wrong 

measurement value to each ear.

Here as only one receiver is detected, a warning is printed to the screen to warn

them that this will affect the binaural effect. In this case, the same Data IR is 

written to both the left and the right ear, following the same set up as the earlier 

code.

At the beginning of the code fft “plans” must be set, before they can be called 

later in the code. Here a plan is set up for each of the four closest values for 

both the left and right ear. The fft plan here is set up as fftw_plan_r2r_1d(),

this tells the FFTW library that it will be passed a 1 dimensional array, and  

should use the real to real (r2r) interface. This function/plan expects several 
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arguments, 

The number of values per IR/data sample.

The input array storing the time domain sample (e.g. InterpolAl). 

The output array, to store the frequency domain sample (e.g. FftSampAl). 

The next argument is type of fast fourier transform to use, here set as real to 

half complex.

The last argument is a flag, to tell the fftw library to “Measure” – and hence 

optimise the fft process after first being used. Alternately this can be set to 

Estimate and use a best fit general transform. The real to real transform will 

output a Frequency domain “sample” of the same size as the input.

Before interpolating, the FFT plan is executed. Transforming the Time Domain 

data HRIR, to frequency domain data HRTF.

The frequency domain data HRTFs must then be prepared further, to match the

polar values, as set in the opcode.
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Here each of the output arrays from the HRTF is manipulated to fill the polar 

arrays. The first two values in the polar arrays, need to be the first sample of the

HRTF array, and the sample at the halfway point (truncBit/2). These 

Correspond to the 0hz value, and the Nyquist Value (half the sample rate). The 

0Hz value, and the Nyquist Value contain only a real number, and have no 

complex component, indicating phase as either 0 degrees or 180 degrees using

only positive and negative values.
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Each Value after this contains a real and an imaginary element, which can be 

transformed further to indicate, the magnitude and phase of each point in polar 

coordinates.

In the HRTF arrays, the linked values are re flected through the nyquist point, 

the second point in the array is the real component, and the second last is the 

imaginary component for a single point. To calculate the magnitude, the square 

root of the squares of the real and imaginary component is found. To calculate 

the phase the arctan is used (atan(imaginary/real)).

This process is continued for each value stored in the HRTF, populating the 

polar values in the polar arrays, for each of the four closest distance 

measurements.
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When the polar values have been calculated the interpolation can begin, 

however the initial values, polar[0] and polar[1], were not transformed into 

polar coordinates, this will require further processing. 

The value of the magnitude for the value at 0 Hz, is taken by multiplying each 

magnitude value of the four closest points, by its respective calculated weight, 

taken as an absolute value (negating the sign +/- of each value).

As the “A” point is closest, its phase will be used. Conditional checks process 

the data, so that if the value of polarA[0] is negative, the value calculated is 

set negative. If the value is positive, the calculated value is set positive. A 

similar check and set is made for the right ear.

An identical process is completed at the value from the Nyquist frequency.
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The rest of the values in the polar array are then processed in a similar manner,

using  weighted multiplication to interpolate magnitude values. Here the for loop

starts at two (after the 0Hz and Nyquist Values) in the array, and increases by 2

for each loop, this essentially skips the phase values (or leaves gaps for them). 

The calculated interpolated values are set in the arrays  HRTFfreql and 

HRTFfreqr, left and right respectively.

Rather then interpolating phase values, the phase of the closest point is used, 

this follows and allows for the phase-truncation in the opcodes as discussed in 

the literature review.

The loop begins on the first phase value stored in the polar arrays, and simply 

transfers this values to the HRTFfreq arrays.

After this, the interpolated polar values are stored in an output array. As the 

loop cycles through each MIT theoretical measurement value, these 

interpolated value correspond to the value for this dataset, that would be found 

at that point in space. At the end of the loop, all values for each of the MIT data 

Measurements will be stored end to end in the output array. As the opcode 

expects float values, the value from HRTFfreq arrays, are cast as floats (using 

(foat)) when being stored in the output array.
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Alternately when interpolation is not needed, the data must still be transformed 

from the time domain to the frequency domain, and then processed as polar, so

that magnitude and phase values can be stored in the output array.

In this case a message for the user is printed to make them aware that the data 

will not be interpolated, but will be processed via fast Fourier transform.

A similar loop to previous is set to cycle through all of the MIT Measurements 

(710 measurements). As before when there are more than 1 receivers, the 

interpolation array stored the values from the data array. (using truncBits to 

offset between left and right ears). Although no interpolation is to be used, the 

array interpolAl and interpolAr are used as the fft “plans” for these have 

been set up, rather then creating extraneous fft plans.
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If there are less than two receivers, the same values are written to both the left 

and right array.

As before the fft plan, set at the start of the code is called to transform the Time 

domain (HRIR's) data samples into frequency domain data samples (HRTFs). 

The Values at 0Hz and the Nyquist frequency are stored in the first two values 

of the array (for both left and right ear).

The Frequency domain values are then transformed to polar, as before, to give 

a magnitude and polar value. As the data set matches the MIT in measurement 

positions and interpolation would not be needed, no further processing is 

necessary. This simply requires the magnitude and phase values to be written 

to the output array.
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As before, for each measurement, the polar values are stored end to end in the 

output array.

The stringwrite() function, as explained earlier, auto-creates file names 

based on user input, and the sample rate (and marked L and R, for left and 

right).

foutl and foutr are pointers to a file, and the fopen() function allows the 

opening of a file, here the files will have the filenames as obtained from 

stringwrite(), and the “wb” flag indicates that the file will be opened with 

write permission.

To write the values to the file, firstly some variables and pointers are reset. The 

jump variable will be used as an offset. The variable noofsamplesoutput 

will be used as a test to compare against the expected number of values in the 
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HRTF opcodes, 368.

The pointers (pdata_HRTF_Outputl and pdata_HRTF_Outputr) simply 

point to the output arrays to simplify the file write fwrite() function.

As the HRTFmove opcode currently only uses values from 0 to 180 in azimuth, 

a check is made before writing values. The opcode presumes symmetry of 

HRTF, so values from 180 to 360 would be a direct copy of 0 to 180 with the left

and right data samples reversed. Rather than work from 0 to 180 throughout the

code, all values in 360 degree's have been processed. This allows for the 

opcode to evolve in the future, and operate on all values from 0 – 360 (in the 

event of asymmetry in a data set), the processing code here could be minimally 

changed to adjust to this evolution.

The for loops runs 710 times (0 to 710*3, in increments of 3), This is so that 

the azimuth of each measurement can be checked (3 coordinates for 710 

measurements, with azimuth being the first in the 3 coordinates). For each 

Measurement that azimuth is less than or equal to 180 degrees, the output 

array is written to the file. When this happens the noofsamplesout variable 

is also increased by one. The fwrite() function writes the value stored at the 

pointer, the size of a float, for truncBit values, to the file named. Each 

fwrite() called, adds the values to the end of file. At then end of this 

conditional statement, the pointer values, and the jump value are offset. 

When the full loop is complete, the number of samples written to the files is 

printed to the screen.

This acts as a simple error checking. The expected number is 368, to match the

number used in the HRTFmove opcode.
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At the end of the code, to free up the allocated memory space, all malloc() 

arrays, are processed with the function free(). Similarly all fftw “plans” must be

destroyed, and all open files must be closed, called as presented in the above 

code.

The last element of the code is a print to the screen to inform the user that the 

processing is entirely complete, and a bracket to close the main() function.

In conclusion, the entirety of the code can be seen and should be 

understood, from the above dissection. A software walkthrough like this is a 

common method of peer review in software engineering, whereby the 

programmer leads someone (Client, Company Director, GUI Designer, 

programming team or other interested party) through a piece of software, and is

viewed as a strong method of familiarising the audience with the content and 

intent of a piece of software. In this case, the walkthrough works as a 

demonstration of the intent of the software tool (through each section), 

evidencing the underpinning research, and the work that was completed. When 

written in detail like this, dissecting a long code line by line, a prepared software

walkthrough also forms a part of the error checking in the final development of 

the code.
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Creative and commercial applications

With the tool developed, and having processed and created several 

datasets to work with the Csound HRTF opcodes, exploration into the creative 

and commercial applications of the system began. Based on earlier research 

there were certain constraints that would be useful when outlining the 

explorative work. Firstly the ventriloquism effect (Choe et al. 55), along with the 

work of Tabry and Voss (7), show the effect of vision on localisation ability. This 

indicates that the use of a visual element would help users localise in both 

creative and commercial applications. 

Secondly the work of Grantham(307) found that transients within stimulus

have great effect on spatial hearing. The importance of a stimulus' transient is 

similarly discussed in the work of Hartmann (1388), which demonstrated that 

sources with strong transients are localised independently of room reverb time, 

and localisation for non transient sounds increases with the sources spectral 

density. This indicates that the use of transient material would further help users

localise in both creative and commercial applications. 

The Csound website (“Applications of Csound”) discusses the many 

possible uses of the audio and music computing system. Such as desktop 

applications, iOs applications, raspberry pi and music for games to give a few 

examples. Lesur (Interfacing Csound and Unity) investigated using the Csound 

HRTF opcodes in a game programming environment Unity. 

“This system has enormous research capabilities regarding auditory-motor 
contingencies, as well as multimodality (between other possible areas of study) that may be 
explored by non-expert Csound users.” (Lesur, “Interfacing Csound and Unity”.) 

Lesur and Larrea (“Csounds Binaural 3D-Sound Opcodes”) discuss 

current and future possible applications of Csound Binaural opcodes. The 

researchers discuss the role of spatial audio in rehabilitation for cognitive 

sciences and art installation (creating a virtual audio environment) by reviewing 

current research in these areas. 

Unity is a multi platform (“Build Once”) game engine development 

engine/environment (“Unity”). This is aimed at giving independent 

developers/designers accessible tools for developing video games. Unity comes

with support for both VR and AR development (“Leading the XR revolution”).  

Using both Unity as a virtual visual environment, and Csound as the core of the 

virtual audio environment, could maximise both tools in exploring binaural 
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processing, creatively and commercially.

The integration of both tools has been enabled by an audio middleware 

has been developed by Walsh(148)(“CsoundUnity”), to allow users to integrate 

Csound, with the Unity game engine. 

“CsoundUnity is a fully integrated audio middleware for the Unity(3D) game engine 
based in C#. It extends Unity's audio API by creating Csound-based AudioSource objects that 
can interact and exist alongside regular AudioSource objects.” (“CsoundUnity”). 

Walsh (145) discusses the integration of the two systems in greater 

depth in the paper “Csound and Unity 3d”. 

“While most audio middle-ware provides methods for audio file playback, very few 
provide synthesis engines for the generation, manipulation, and creation of sounds on the fly.” 
(Walsh 155). 

The integration of Csound into the Unity engine allows the creative use of

the Csound opcodes in creating and processing sounds in a game environment.

The binaural opcodes paired with the ability to utilise user-definable datasets, 

as provided by this research, opens the gaming experience to a more realistic 

level of audio immersion.

In deciding how to employ the integration of Csound and unity, current 

studies in virtual environments, and sound in virtual environments were 

considered. This provided an appropriate context for development of a creative  

exploitation of the research. 

The concept of Spatialisation in Audio Augmented Reality is discussed 

by Gamper and Lokki (388). The experiment used finger snaps to make an 

approximation of the response of the room that the listener was in (Instant 

Individual Binaural Room Impulse Response), and apply this to two source 

sounds to spatialise them as though they were in the space with the listener. 

The experiment was found to “provide reasonable externalisation of virtual talkers” 

(Gamper and Lokki 390). Although providing an interesting application of 

binaural tools, the requirement of hardware, and software development tools for

augmented reality, are perhaps restrictive.

In the discussion of early VR (virtual reality) and AR (augmented reality) 

research focussing on the visual representations, the researchers stated 

“This imbalance seems unfortunate, given the fact that sound is a key element for 
conveying information, attracting attention and creating ambience and emotion.” (Gamper 
and Lokki 383). 

This is similarly mentioned by Shilling and Shinn-Cunningham (1) 

“In short, placing someone in a virtual world with an improperly designed auditory 
interface is equivalent to creating a “virtual” hearing impairment for the user.”
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The role of audio in VR, and immersion was discussed by Duncan (The 

Importance of Sound), 

“Visual elements tell the story, but sound is just as important in virtual reality because it 
af firms whether or not the experience is believable, and it creates emotional impact.”

Audio spatialisation in VR is also discussed by Lalwani (“For VR to be”) 
“the premise of VR is to create an alternate reality, but without the right audio cues to 

match the visuals, the brain doesn't buy into the illusion.”

The author discusses in the text the importance of personalised HRTFs 

for an immersive experience 

“personalized sound feels far enough outside your head for you to forget that you have 
a headset on. This kind of realism is essential to VR” (Lalwani “For VR to be”). 

Other articles arrive at similar conclusions (“Spatial Audio and 

Immersion”) “audio is the number one biggest component of believable immersion”. 

It is proposed that a level of individualisation in HRTF filters could 

address much of the above conclusions.

The work of Antonetti and Cantoia (213) examined the effect of guided 

virtual reality immersion through an art piece on sense-making (where an 

individual has to construct or discover meaning by interpreting the elements 

presented). The research concluded that 

“...in elaborating their experience with the painting participants developed a stable line 
of thinking that they followed across the tasks.” 

and 

“it seems that only VR experiences induced participants to assume spontaneously a 
meta-perspective” (Antonetti and Cantoia 222). 

This shows that with immersion (which can be enriched by a closer 

consideration of binaural processing) and VR a user can garner a greater depth 

of understanding over a static creative piece. Similarly the work of Ponder et al. 

(98) discusses the role of VR in motivating and raising interest in trainees. 

“Immersive VR is able to provide a rich, interactive and engaging training context that in 
reality would be too dangerous, too expensive or simply impossible to access.”

The role of VR in exposure therapy, and providing relief from post-

traumatic stress, is discussed by Rizzo (“Bravemind”). 

“Now rather than relying exclusively on imagining a particular scenario, a patient can 
experience it again in a virtual world under very safe and controlled conditions.” 

The bravemind application consists of virtual reality scenarios designed 

to present patients with a safe controlled version of the situation for their PTS. 
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The work of Ebert et al.(626) examines the use of VR for crime scene 

reconstruction. By creating 3D virtual spaces, and allowing investigators or 

juries to be lead through the space, a clearer understanding can be found. 

Rather than the normal 2D model, a 3D immersive environment garners a 

greater depth of understanding. Quoting an interview with Erbert, Bliss explains 

“Usually, [when you're trying to determine what happened], the questions are 3D 
questions: Could this person really have seen this other person? Where did this bullet fly from? 
What was impact angle of the car?, says Ebert. These are 3D questions, but the evidence and 
reconstruction of the evidence is usually presented in 2D, on paper or screens. It always comes 
with loss of information, which makes it dif ficult to assess what actually happened." (Bliss 
“The Oculus rift” ).

Although not discussed explicitly in the above studies, audio immersion is

crucial in creating a realistic virtual environment, and as seen above this has 

many applications.

The importance of spatial audio in games has recently begun to be 

recognised by the game industry. Valve (a game developer and digital 

distributer) released the Steam Audio Software development kit (SDK) (“Steam 

Audio”) (“Introducing Steam Audio”). The Steam audio SDK is intended to give 

developers an “immersive audio solution for games and VR”. Lang discusses the SDK 

release (“Valve launches free”) and states 

“realistic sound is an important but often under-appreciated aspect of the immersion 

equation in VR.”

From viewing the state of play with spatial audio, the field of VR, AR and 

gaming became an apparent and justi fied inspiration for creative and 

commercial exploration. From this the decision to create virtual musical 

installation arose. The installation was developed in Unity3d, intended as an 

easily shareable program as the Unity engine is free for beginners, students 

and hobbyists (using the program for non-pro fit) (“Unity Personal”). This paired 

with the open-source nature of Csound, would mean that the finished piece 

could be made freely available to users, to dissect and evolve for their own 

purposes, and utilised for educational purposes. As any creative or commercial 

applications would need to utilse the Csound audio and music system, the work 

of Boulanger(5) and Boulanger and Lazzarini(583) formed key reference 

manuals for working with opcodes and Csound programming. 

As the virtual installation was being built in a game programming engine, 

the audio aspect was decided to be an exploration of video game music 

composing techniques. While researching the composition techniques a key 
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companion was the work of Phillips (17) on the compositional skillset and 

approaches to video game music.

One of the greatest challenges of music for games, is that the gaming 

experience is non-linear. Unlike with a film, or other linear media, the composer 

cannot predict how long someone will spend in any one section or part of the 

game. From this, there can be problems with looped music. Most stem from the 

music feeling overly repetitive, which results in listener fatigue (repetition 

fatigue), or can lead to annoyance. (Phillips 66)

This tends to stem from several key points:

• Predictability – sets up and pays off musical expectations repeatedly

• Sense of pulse with a build or a finish – Piece has a clear sense of 

crescendo

• Over use of cadences – each cadence creates a sense of finality

• Heavily leading completed phrases – (musical melodies of patterns that 

lead to the tonic, creates a feel like a full stop)

• Some elements are too attention grabbing - pulls attention to itself, very 

noticeable during repeat

• "Landmarks" are too clear - piece has too defined a structure (with clear 

structural elements which grab attention)

Traditional composition often requires a distinct beginning, a middle and 

an end, with clear identi fiers of where the listener “is” (Verse, Chorus, Verse 2 

etc.) - usually with the idea that a listener's attention should be pulled to the 

music at all times (Copland 24). In writing music that can be heavily looped like 

game music, the onus is on writing without this musical grammar.

The most common strategies in earlier games tended to either utilise 

musical loops that lack any noticeable melodic content (Percussive loops, 

simple sound layers) or music that was very strictly uniform (hypnotic) 

unchanging content, so that there is very little to register with the player's 

awareness.

Phillips (159) offers several other clear techniques and approaches that 

can be utilised to avoid repetition fatigue in listeners. These include:
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• Perpetual Developments

• Compositional Dynamics

• Succession of Variations

• Repeated Figures

• Slow Textures

Perpetual development

Perpetual development is an elaboration of the structural content in a 

piece of music (most often the melody). As opposed to variation, perpetual 

development is not not simply an A and a B (different sections), but a 

continuous succession of small evolving changes. Each change aims to be 

seamless and organic. This method avoids song structure, and identi fiable 

repetition. Any repeated sections should be distinguishably different, 

recurrences that are too similar will give the sensation of repetition. 

Compositional Dynamics

Compositional dynamics pertains to motion, rather than the more 

common use of the term dynamics in relation to music, alluding to the change in

volume within a piece. Compositional dynamics leans towards music that 

attempts to create a sense of movement, each element continually drives the 

piece on. This is usually a string of small musical events, each one gives a 

sense of movement then transitions to the next and so on.

Succession of variations 

This technique utilises multiple musical themes, in several successive 

variations, (this gives landmarks, but in a long loop the aim is that the amount of

landmarks and the times between repetitions, lures the player/listener into 

forgetting or not noticing that its the same landmark repeating as each one is so

different from the previous). This may include signi ficant changes in key, time 

signature, tempo, style, each variation would flow from the previous one.

Repeated Figure

Constructing a musical loop around a single structural element. Lead by 

a melodic fragment, tone pattern, bass line, or recurring rhythm, with the key 

and chord progressions fixed around a root note that doesn't change through 

the piece. The concept aims to not draw the attention of the listener/player, so 

that repetitions will not be noticed.
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Slow Textures

Slow Textures is based on chords or tone clusters that fade and swell 

gently - usually quite slowly - gradually transitioning to the next chord. This 

technique normally doesn't particularly feature melodies - though some may be 

implied by changing tones, or chord progressions (especially beyond triads - 

where leading tones, and notes have strong pulls to speci fic resolutions). Player

can tend not to notice the music, or it stays at the outskirts of awareness, this 

means that the piece can repeat often without annoying the player.

Based on an understanding of these methods, it was decided to create a 

longer piece of music (above 5 mins), that would touch on each of these, while 

exploiting a deep understanding of conventional music theory also. 

The piece begins with 27 seconds of free time soundscape following the 

principles of slow textures, as discussed above. These textures are created 

using several layers. Two layers of modular synths drone the note C in two 

octaves, and with lots of quick textural movement. With this a sample bank of 

violins playing with both tremolo and vibrato of various speed, slowly voice a C 

minor 7th Chord, split over two octaves. Similarly a C minor 7th chord is played 

across a sample of horns playing tied semi breves. The horn samples have 

being processed through digital re-amping, to texturise and evolve the sound, 

as the notes are held. These four layers together interweave and take 

prominence at different points. The held C minor 7th chord implies C as the tonic

of the piece, and C minor as the key.

The following section of the piece (30 seconds to 1 minute 32 seconds), 

establishes the piece in C Dorian. Based on C as the tonality, and the strong 

emphasis of the A in the melody (Sharp 6th). The piece begins with a modular 

pulse, that ticks consistently on the beat, without accent. The aim of this highly 

repetitive element is to give the listener the perspective of the piece in 4/4. To 

aid in the loop-ability of the piece, it utilises a less common time signature (5/4) 

and plays melodies over less common phrase lengths (most phrases in the 

section are 3 bars long, though some 4 bar phrases are used to play with the 

listener's expectations.). These three, time signature, key and phrase length, 

help avoid musical predictability (as discussed above). The section utilises the 
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perpetual development technique, slowly evolving the melody played on piano 

with each repetition. The section also utilises aleatoric composition (elements of

chance) to determine different counterpoint string melodies and percussion 

“stabs” and where they would be played (against which phrase of piano 

melody). The string melodies follow free counterpoint to remain independent 

and interact effectively with the piano melody. The last 6 bars utilise a build in 

percussion and a rising horn note, to lead listener's expectation to the next 

section of the piece. The last bar of the piece shifts time signature to 4/4, rather 

than 5/4, to help drive the piece on (following the principles of compositional 

dynamics as discussed above). 

The section following this (from 1.32 to 1.56) further explores the 

compositional dynamics technique. The melody avoids the use of the tonic, 

creating a sense of antecedent, as the melody continually resolves to the 

dominant, or the supertonic of the key,rather than the tonic of the key. The 

string melody in the second half of the section (1.44 to 1.51) similarly avoids the

tonic (though it is played on two weak beats in the melody). The string melody 

also introduces the leading tone B (sharp 7th) from outside the key, to help lead 

the ear to the next section. The last two bars of the section effectively act as a 

rise in intensity, using the leading tone set up by the string melody, to step out 

of key, and build to the next section. The last bar of the piece shifts to 6/4, to 

hold the sense of anticipation longer than would be expected.

The next section (1.56 to 2.03) of the piece sets up the succession of 

variations, and continues the perpetual development techniques. Here a new 

melody is introduced, with the strings and piano reinforcing this melody, this 

quickly evolves on the repeat to lead into another quick change. The section 

following this (2.03 to 2.17) plays with the perpetual development technique; the

section is an evolution of the melody that was used in an earlier discussion (as 

discussed above – 30 to 1.32) along with a more evolved string counterpoint. 

The uses two different phrase lengths (4 bars followed by 3 bars), to further 

“disorient” the listener's musical expectations. The end of the section uses 

multiple instruments playing the same rhythm to help lead to the next section.

The section following this (2.17 to 2.34) keeps the succession of 

variations technique in play by introducing another new harmony and melody to 

the piece. As with the previous section, the melody relies on a strong sense of 
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syncopation, as resolve to the tonic only occurs with longer notes on weak 

beats. The final phrase of the harmony (on the piano) evolves the chord 

progression by utilising passing chords (chords added to the progression, 

played quickly, when moving between the chords already established), to add 

movement, especially in the last bar, where a quick change leads to the sub-

dominant, then the dominant, which should lead the ear to the tonic, in the next 

bar. This acts as further compositional dynamics, as this drives attention to the 

next bar.

The piece (2.34 to 2.43) then repeats a slight variation on a phrase than 

was used earlier(1.27 to 1.32). The section begins with a “stuttered” version of 

the first 3 notes, playing in 4/4. As this is the beginning of a phrase heard 

before, the intention is for this to act as compositional dynamics and put the 

sense of motion forward for the listener.

The section following this (2.43 to 2.51) is an evolution of a previous 

phrase (1.56 to 2.03) with a slightly busier percussive rhythm, and more 

prominent spiccato string part. This evolves into a more minor feeling section 

(2.51 to 3.02), as the melody begins to resolve with more downward movement.

The pizzicato string melody also begins to move against the piano melody in 

more free counterpoint. This section then leads to a meandering harmonic 

passage (3.02 to 3.15) utilising suspended chords and quintal chords, in an 

attempt get the listener to lose their sense of tonic without ever actually 

stepping out of key or changing key. The section ends with a bar of 9/4 with a 

held chord and the removal of the modular pulse. The aim of these two 

techniques is to also get the listener to lose the previous sense of pulse/rhythm,

to allow a new time signature and key to take precedence in the piece.

The next section of the piece (3.15 to 3.32) changes the tonic of the 

piece to D octatonic (exempli fied by the use of D major and C minor together 

with the melody beginning and resolving on the D) and changes the time 

signature to 7/4. The section uses an F major (which has the feeling of a 

borrowed chord) at the end of the section to lead to another key change.

The following section uses the Eb octatonic scale (3.32 to 4.04). This 

section utilises compositional dynamics, by using the octatonic (8 note, rather 
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than the usual 7 note diatonic scale), and a consistently rising melody, and a 

rhythmic pattern that gets busier with each repeatedly. These help create a 

sense of momentum and build that's necessary to keep the sense of drive in the

piece. The last phrase in this section is also dynamically (volume/intensity) the 

largest section of the piece. 

The section following this (4.04 to 4.26) is an example of the repeated 

figure method, multiple percussion loops with no melodic focus, and a 

consistent recurring rhythm take over the piece. The rhythms also evolve 

slightly so that each repetition is close, but not exact.

 The lack of harmony and melody in the section allows the piece to 

change key again, and should remain unnoticed by the average listener. The 

section (4.26 to 4.49) changes the key to C minor (both natural and harmonic 

minor are intermingled, using both the sub tonic, and the leading note (7 th and 

sharp 7th) at points in the phrase. The time signature also changes from 7/4 to 

6/4, this is acheived through implied metric modulation. Here a shorter phrase 

starts repeating in 7/4, which then forms the basis of the 6/4 pattern, on the 

metal percussion elements. The piece uses some slight evolutions (perpetual 

development) as the pattern repeats. The slow texture from the beginning of the

piece begins to re-enter at this point also.

From (4.49 to 4.58) the key shifts to a more strict C natural minor, and a 

change, and shift in the rhythm is used to set up another time signature change.

This leads to a section of 7/4, (4.58 to 5.09), which re-establishes an earlier 

phrase (3.15 to 3.32) utilising the octatonic scale again, aiming to un-focus the 

tonic for the listener.

This leads to the final section (5.11 to 6.36), which is an experiment in 

both repeated figure, and slow textures. The slow texture which enters (around 

5.09) slowly comes more into focus, as a repeated polymetric figure enters the 

piece and slowly fades out. The repeated figure in the piece utilises three 

polymetric layers (patterns in which the note length is the same, but bar lengths 

are different (in multiple time signatures)). A melodic layer plays a repeating 

melodic fragment of 6 notes in 3/4 (2 bars long), a harmonic structure for the 

section plays on the piano in 4/4 (4 bars long), and a percussive pattern plays in
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5/4 (2 bars long). This allows the accents and the strong beats (the 'one') of 

each pattern to shift, and phase against each other as the pattern repeats. This 

shifting of the patterns means that a long amount of time is necessary before 

the patterns all fall exactly on the 1 again (around 240 bars). 

Within the piece, the compositional techniques from Phillips are effective,

though require a clear depth of understanding of music theory. This is especially

important in keeping key changes and time signature changes from becoming 

too blatantly noticeable, when using the succession of variation techniques. 

Modes are also particularly import in creating the effect of compositional 

dynamics, that lead the ear to an expectation, without creating music which 

resolves strongly, repeatedly. Each section of the piece leads cohesively to the 

next, without driving a clear set of expectations for the listener and without a 

clear repeated structure. This avoids musical “expectations” on multiple play 

throughs. The piece however would benefit from a little further development, at 

the beginning and end, to enable the piece to loop more cohesively.  

When the piece was complete it was then mixed to stems (multiple 

instruments to simple mono tracks) so that it could be used in the virtual 

installation. The piece was mixed to 4 elements.

All of the percussion elements together.

The piano and vibraphone elements.

The drones and the horn elements together.

The strings.

The virtual installation was then built using the Unity game engine. A 

room was built approximately 40m x 40m, using standard game objects from 

Unity. These were scaled and moved to form the room. A first person player 

character was created by using the Unity camera and the available Unity FPS 

(First Person Shooter Script). Four Boxes were created and highlighted in the 

game using lights, intended to be used as virtual sound sources. The player 

character was then programmed to be able to pick up and drop the 

boxes/sound sources. The CsoundUnity package was imported as a custom 

package in Unity, to allow Csound to be used with the virtual installation.
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With the basic model created, a Csound score was created to playback 

and process the stems. The score uses the basic principles set out by 

Walsh(148) for Csound Unity. 

Fig. 6

The code between the <Cabbage> and </Cabbage> sets up the 

controls that will be accessible to Unity. Here 11 horizontal sliders will be set up,

each with a reference that can be accessed from within Unity. Each has a 

defined range (each here is 0 to 10, to define where in a 10m * 10m virtual room

the object is, or in the case of HeadRotSlider a range from 0 to 360 to define 

the rotation of the listeners head) to set the values that can be used within the 

program. This results in the following in Unity.

The code sets the options for Csound and sets of global variables like 

sample rate, and number of channels. Here the direct Csound audio output is 

suppressed (so that Csound and Unity are not both trying to pass audio to the 

output), and suppresses elements that would normally be printed to the Csound

console. 

The spatialisation of each box, the virtual audio source in Unity is 
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controlled via a Csound instrument. 

The chnget function gets a value from Unity, for the sliders and assigns it to a 

variable in.

For example kXPos chnget “BOXAxSlider” , gets the value from Unity on 

the BOXAxSlider channel and assigns this to kXPos.

This also happens for BOXAzSlider, HeadRotSlider, HeadxSlider, 

HeadzSlider. These will send the position of the first box in the room, the 

position of the player, and the rotation of the players head to the Csound file.

Spath chnget “AudioPath” finds the location of the Unity audio assets, 

(usually under Assets/Audio) and assigns it to the string Spath.

SAudioFile sprintf “%s/StemAMPerc_44.wav”, Spath adds the audio 

path found in the previous call, and adds “/StemAMPerc_44.wav” to this, 

before saving it as the string SaudioFile. This will be used to give the full 

address of the stored audio file (Here the mono percussion set in 44.1Khz 

sample rate). 

SDatL sprintf “%s/CIPIC165l44100.dat”, Spath adds the audio path 

found in the earlier call, and adds “/CIPIC165l44100.dat” to this, before 

saving this as the string SDatL. This is used to give the full address of the 

stored .dat HRTF dataset for the left ear. The next line repeats the process for 

the .dat HRTF dataset for the right ear.
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kXSmooth port kXPos, .15, p5 smooths the value of kXPos being read 

from Unity, this smooths the transitions between changing values of the x 

position. Similarly this smoothing happens on the kYPos. 

The smoothing here acts as portamento, smoothly gliding between value 

changes.

a1in soundin SAudioFile the function soundin reads audio data from an 

external file, here the file is the path for out audio file set up earlier “SAudioFile”

and it is saved to the variable a1in.

aearlyl, aearlyr, gilow, gihigh, gimfp hrtfearly a1in, kXSmooth, 

kYSmooth, 1.6, kHeadx, kHeady, 1.6, SDatL, SDatR, 1, 2, 44100, 0, 

0, kHRot

This uses the hrtfearly opcode and passes in the values of box position 

(virtual sound source – kXSmooth, kYSmooth), player position (kHeadx, 

kHeady), player rotation (kHRot), the location of the HRTF datasets (SDatL, 

SdatR). The sample rate (44100) is also passed, as are head heights (1.6), a 

predefinition of the room (1) and the fade size (2) (for more information on this 

see Carty “hrtfearly manual”). The output of the opcode is passed to the values 

aearlyl, aearlyr.

outs aearlyl, aearlyr

This passed the values processed through the hrtfearly opcode to the 

outputs.

This code is cloned with only minor changes for Box B, Box C and Box D (the 

virtual sound sources in Unity).

Similarly to the hrtfearly opcodes, the hrtfreverb opcode can be 

used in Csound to to give a sense of the room around the user. After trying both

with and without the late reverb algorithms it was decided to not use the late 

reverb opcode. This decision was due in part to the sounds being processed 

with reverbs during the mixing stage. This essentially treats the installation as 

an anechoic space, and emphasises the spatial localisation elements of each of

the HRTF “ear” filters, helping users more clearly make informed choices on 

localisation ability.
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A Unity script then had to be set up to control and send information to the

Csound channels (to be read by chnget). Firstly in the code several variables 

were set up, to store values (Player position, and rotation, and position for each 

of the boxes). A CsoundUnity  variable is set up, so that we can attach our 

Csound component to it, and use it within the C# code. 

When the program first begins (Awake()) the csoundUnity variable is 

assigned to the CsoundUnity component on the current object. 

GetComponent<> with no other tags, will find the relevant component on the 
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object that the script itself is on.

The code above finds the position of each object x and z position (in 

Unity Y is vertical), which have been tagged with relevant names, and assigns a

quarter of this value to the relevant variable. This is due to the room in Csound 

being defined as 10m * 10m and the room in Unity being built as 40m * 40m, (a 

10*10 room built in unity felt unrealistically small). Once these values are found,

it is passed to Csound using the open channels, as seen below.

csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXAxSlider", BOXAPosx); 

This passes the value at the second argument to the channel named in 

the first argument in Csound. As the code is in the Update() function, these 

values are updated for every frame in the game.
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Critique of creative work

Upon completion of the creative work, an open critique is warranted. The 

musical composition from beginning to end provides an astute example of game

music composition techniques, with clear explorations of each of the main 

methods that are used when composing linear loops. Furthermore the music is 

a strong demonstration of advanced musical composition techniques. The use 

of the composition in the installation acts as a strong demonstration of the 

developed tools (though is somewhat limited in its creative scope because of 

this; In spite of this the piece stands up creatively).

The piece however would benefit from a little further development, at the 

beginning and end, to enable the piece to loop more cohesively. The music 

could also have benefitted from a greater use of Aleatoric composition 

techniques. Not necessarily in deciding the location (in time) of elements in the 

piece, but in the playback methods (real-time Aleatoric composition). This could 

have been developed through an audio middleware, with elements being given 

a level of chance for their order, and whether they would play at certain times. 

The benefit of this would be that upon each “visit” or play-through of the virtual 

installation, the music would be slightly different, which would allow a greater 

level of replay value.

The virtual installation acts as a good demonstration of the tools. As one 

moves around the environment, the binauralisation can be felt and heard 

clearly. Each sound element is clearly localised, and reacts to the players 

movements as would be expected. The standalone build of the virtual 

installation, does not require Unity to run, and so makes the completed 

installation openly sharable.

The installation however has some limitations. The requirements of the 

installation pushes the boundaries of the the available CsoundUnity software 

(the installation is at the cutting edge use of the software; contact was made 

with the developer of the system, and a solution and revision fix for issues that 

arose were released just prior to submission). As the Installation currently 

stands, the HRTF datasets (“ears”) must be hardcoded, and cannot be hot-

swapped within the installation. This limits the use of the installation as a test for

users, as a user wishing to swap HRTFs would need to be comfortable coding 

the change in Csound. 

There are some minor visual glitches within the installation also, when 

the player picks up the boxes/sound sources in the game, they become 

kinematics (meaning that forces and collisions do not affect the object), which 
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allows the boxes to pass through the walls and floors visually. 

The Installation would have benefitted from more interactivity, or clearer 

visual, i.e. If the boxes lit up as they played, to indicate to the player when each 

one is making sound. Alternately a further layer of interactivity such as the 

ability to turn the sound sources on or off would have been of benefit. The visual

aspect of the installation is quite rudimentary, and perhaps would have 

benefitted from a stronger or more engaging visual, something to spark the 

imagination, or help draw the users attention (again opening up replay value). 

Head tracking, or use of even rudimentary cardboard VR Viewers, using 

gyroscope data could enrich the experience for users.

If being used for educational purposes, to help a user garner a deeper 

understanding of the composition , some level of guidance would be of benefit, 

as discussed within the research of Antonetti and Cantoia (213). The paper 

suggests guiding a learner through a piece of art helps the user form a deeper 

understanding, and a meta-perspective. Immersion within the installation could 

have benefitted from a simple narrative, or story, to get the player engaged. 

Even a small game mechanic (to turn the piece into more of a game) could 

have helped with user engagement. 

The installation works as a strong proof of concept for both commercial 

and creative applications of the binaural tools, demonstrating its use in a virtual 

environment which itself has numerous uses. The installation provides an 

environment to test multiple HRTFs and and allow users to try different “ear” 

filters for themselves, which should be of benefit in both creative and 

commercial context.
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Further Research

The research has further opened the Csound Binaural tools for use with 

any set of HRTFs, through the effective creation of a dataset preparation tool. 

Improving the range of datasets available to the Csound offering provides a 

crucial development in virtual spatial audio. The powerful Csound HRTF 

algorithms are further democratised for use with any set of HRTFs. 

The research here along with the review of the literature implies further 

research. As the virtual environment (both auditory and visual) expands 

throughout multiple fields and more creative and commercial applications arise, 

the requirements of the technology for immersion rises. As the quality of 

spatialisation and binaural audio develops in games, the inclusion of audio 

occlusion (the obstruction of audio by surfaces, corners, other objects) becomes

more important (“Introducing Steam Audio”).

As the program opens up the datasets that can be used, further research

into “best fit”(Rund and Saturka 651) (Carotti-sha and Zhang 4) could be 

undertaken, with fewer dataset limitations; many use the CIPIC database 

(Carotti-sha and Zhang 4). The developments here would allow further 

choices/comparisons in finding a “best fit”. “Best fit” research could be paired 

with active learning models (Mendonca et al. 822) (Hofman et al. 419) which 

have shown promise, to develop methodologies for HRTF fitting and training. 

In terms of the creative exploration, creating a clear demonstration of the 

binaural tools overshadowed the creative intent of the original piece and 

installation. This installation could be further developed to closer meet the 

original creative intent.
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Conclusion

The developed tool further optimises the open source Csound opcodes, 

and updates how these may be used, keeping them on par with developments 

in the field of spatial audio. Crucially the development of the tool has observed 

the core ethos of Csound (backwards compatibility of the Csound music 

system).  This research has opened the Csound binaural tools for use with any 

set of HRTFs, through creating a .sofa data preparation tool. This focus 

developed from discussions with leaders in the field of Csound after presenting 

at the Csound 30 conference (“Csound 30 Papers”). Improving the Csound 

open source offerings in this manner provides a crucial development in virtual 

spatial audio.  

The present research has discussed the coding and justi fication for a 

HRTF dataset preparation tool for the Csound binaural opcodes, and discussed 

the state of play in creative and commercial applications of the tools. Previous 

research into simplifying or synthesising HRTFs have proven to be not as 

accurate as empirical HRTFs (Kulkarni and Colburn 2828). This implied the 

need for a generalised dataset, or the ability to capture one's own HRTFs. The 

dif ficulty in capturing HRTF has always made this prohibitively troublesome for 

the average end user (Rund and Saturka 648) (Begault 112) (Gardner and 

Martin 2) (Zhang et al 1). The development of the tool has been shaped by this, 

and the solution does not compromise on empirical data. 

The level of success with both active learning (with regards to 

localisation) (Mendonca et al. 822) (Hofman et al 417) and “best fit” practices 

(Hugeng and Gunwan 32) (Carotti-sha and Zhang 4) (Rund and Saturka 651) 

implies that access to multiple datasets is beneficial, and can work in place of a 

generalised dataset for the average user. The SOFA standard applies a 

consistent and accessible set of rules on how HRTF and spatial datasets are 

stored and can be accessed. The research here has the potential to open 

general access to a multitude of datasets for users.

The virtual installation acts as a strong proof of concept and a good 

demonstration of the tool, with clear links to both creative and commercial uses.

The requirements of the installation pushed the boundaries of the the available 

CsoundUnity software. As one moves around the environment, the 

binauralisation can be felt and heard clearly. Each sound element is clearly 

localised, and reacts to the users movements as would be expected. Although 

utilised here for a musical installation, this acts as proof of concept for any 

creative or commercial endeavor that entails a virtual environment (educational 
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environments, Virtual reality used for immersion therapy, Crime scene re-

enactment, art installations). 

The musical composition successfully works as a clear example of game 

music composition techniques, with clear explorations of each of the main 

methods that are used when composing linear loops. The music installation has

limitations and could benefit further development, providing guidance through 

the piece to aid the users deeper understanding of both the installation, and the 

musical piece. 
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Appendices

The appendices contain the following:

Appendix A The complete C code for the dataset preparation tool.

sofatodat.c

Appendix B The Csound code for binaural processing of the musical stems for 
the Virtual installation

PlayerSounds,csd

Appendix C The C# code for controlling Csound from unity

CsoundParamControl.cs

Appendix D A Virtual installation folder containing the files for the Unity Virtual 
Installation 

(Unity must be installed on the computer to alter the installation)

Appendix E A virtual installation Mac standalone build

VirtualInstallation.App

Appendix F A virtual installation Windows standalone build

VirtualInstallation.exe

To control the player/character in the virtual installation

WASD are used to move

w Forward.

s Backwards.

a Move left.

d Move Right.

e pick up sound source when centred on the players view.

Mouse movement will rotate the head, allowing the player/character to 
change where they're facing.

Appendix G The stereo mix (non-binauralised version) of the musical 
compositional (for comparative purposes)

linz Mix.wav

Appendix H A video walkthrough of the virtual installation with 6 different HRTF
datasets

VirtualInstallationWalkthrough.mp4

Appendix I A set of prepared datasets stored as .dat, created using the data 
preparation tool.
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Appendix A sofatodat.c

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <unistd.h>

#include <netcdf.h>  //netcdf Library used to access data in sofa file

#include <math.h>

#include <fftw3.h>   //Fastest fourier transform in the west library used to 
interpolate data

#define MAXSTRING 100

#define SQUARE(X) (X)*(X)

char c, filename[MAXSTRING], filenamel[MAXSTRING], 
filenamer[MAXSTRING],ListenerDimName[MAXSTRING], 
SourceDimName[MAXSTRING],EmitterDimName[MAXSTRING],ListenerPositio
nDim[MAXSTRING], SourcePositionDim[MAXSTRING], 
EmitterPositionDim[MAXSTRING], SourcePositionType[MAXSTRING], 
SourcePositionUnits[MAXSTRING], SRl[MAXSTRING], SRr[MAXSTRING];

int i = 0;

/* definitions */

/* from mit */

#define minelev (-40)

#define elevincrement (10)

#define truncBits (128)

/* number of measurements per elev: mit data const:read only, static:exists

   for whole process... */

static const int elevationarray[14] =

  {56, 60, 72, 72, 72, 72, 72, 60, 56, 45, 36, 24, 12, 1 };

/*This is the name of the date file to be read */

void stringread(void)

{

  printf("\nSet the location of the SOFA file to be converted:  \n");

  for (i = 0;(c = getchar()) != '\n'; ++i)

  {

    filename[i] = c;
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  }

  printf("\n*** file %s chosen for conversion ***\n", filename);

}

/*This is the name of the date file to write */

void stringwrite(double SampleRate)

{

  for (i = 0; i < MAXSTRING; i++)

  {

    filename[i] = 0;

  }

  printf("\nSet the name of the DAT file to be saved  \n");

  printf("\n--this will be appended with *sample rate*l.dat and *sample rate*r.dat 
for left and right respectively--\n");

  for (i = 0;(c = getchar()) != '\n'; i++)

  {

    filename[i] = c;

  }

  sprintf(SRl,"%i",(int)SampleRate);

  sprintf(SRr,"%i",(int)SampleRate);

  strcpy( filenamel, filename);

  strcpy( filenamer, filename);

  strcat( filenamel,"l");

  strcat( filenamer,"r");

  strcat(SRl,".dat");

  strcat(SRr,".dat");

  strcat( filenamel,SRl);

  strcat( filenamer,SRr);

  printf("\n*** filename %s & %s saving ***\n", filenamel, filenamer);

}
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  int main(void)

  {

    FILE *foutl, *foutr, *ValOutTest, *ValDistTest;

    int status = 0 , ncid = 0, ndims = 0, nvars = 0, ngatts = 0, unlimdimid = 0;

    int minimumDelayValue = 0;

    int noofsamplesoutput = 0;

    int samplenumber = 0;

    /*char datatype[MAXSTRING];*/

    int data_ir_id = 0;

    int version_id = 0;

    nc_type vr_type, t_type;

    nc_type l_type, s_type, e_type;

    size_t  vr_len, t_len, EmitterPositionLength[MAXSTRING], 
SourcePositionTypeLength, SourcePositionUnitsLength, 
ListenerPositionLength[MAXSTRING], SourcePositionLength[MAXSTRING];

    //Arrays used to de fine the sizes of Netcdf data structures, used in pulling 
data from sofa Files

    // Used for 3d array of Samples/Hrtf measurements

    size_t start[3] = {0, 0, 0};

    size_t count[3] = {0, 0, 0};

    //used for listener position Array

    size_t startL[2] = {0, 0};

    size_t countL[2] = {0, 0};

    //Used for source position Array

    size_t startS[2] = {0, 0};

    size_t countS[2] = {0, 0};

    //Used for emitter position Array

    size_t startE[3] = {0, 0, 0};

    size_t countE[3] = {0, 0, 0};

    //Used for Sample Rate Array

    size_t startSR[1] = {0};

    size_t countSR[1] = {0};
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    size_t len = 0;

    //Netcdf variables (for Matrixes sizes)

    unsigned long M = 0; //Defines the Number of measurements

    unsigned long R = 0; //Number of recievers (ears sampled)

    unsigned long N = 0; //Number of Samples (per measurement)

    unsigned long C = 0; // Number of Dimensions in Positional data - Most often 
3

    unsigned long I = 0;

    //Net cdf meta data to aid in accessing the matrices

    int ListenerPositionID =0, SourcePositionID =0, EmitterPositionID=0;

    int ListenerDimNum =0, SourceDimNum =0, EmitterDimNum =0;

    int ListenerDimID[MAXSTRING], SourceDimID[MAXSTRING], 
EmitterDimID[MAXSTRING];

    int ListenerAttNum =0, SourceAttNum =0, EmitterAttNum =0;

    //Data IR Meta data tag, and Array to store dim values

    int data_ir_dim = 0;

    int data_dim_vals[10] = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0};

    //For loop variables

    int p = 0, r = 0, s = 0, q = 0, m = 0, j = 0, k = 0, l = 0, jump = 0, jumpb = 0;

    //Arrays and variables to set theoretical values of MIT Kemar data (standard 
data set used in open source tools)

    double CompareSourcePosition[710*3];

    double TestAngleHi = 0, TestAngleLo =0, SPAngle =0;

    float data_HRTF_Outputl[710*truncBits];

    float data_HRTF_Outputr[710*truncBits];

    float *pdata_HRTF_Outputl = NULL, *pdata_HRTF_Outputr = NULL;

    int elevationMIT =0;

    float angle =0;

    //Pointers set up, for later Malloc and Array definition

    double *data_ir_vals = NULL, *data_ir_valsTrunc = NULL, *EmitterPosition = 
NULL; //3 deep pointer Necessary for 3D Array DynamicMemory allocation

    double *ListenerPosition = NULL, *SourcePosition = NULL, *SpherePosition 
= NULL; //2 deep pointer to set up 2d array for Dynamic Allocation
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    int *truncAddress = NULL; //Setting up for TruncAddress Memory allocation 
(1d array)

    int SampleRateID =0;

    double data_SampleRate = 0;

    //Variables for spherical positioning

    double azimuth =0, zenith = 0, radialdistance=0;

    //Variables for cartesian source position

    double x=0, y=0, z=0, xa = 0, ya = 0, za = 0;

    double *distance = NULL;

    double min[4] = {0, 0, 0, 0}; //Used for sorting closest values

    double totaldistance = 0;

    double totalweight = 0;

    double weightA = 0, weightB = 0, weightC = 0, weightD = 0;

    double temp = 0;

    int location[4] = {0,1,2,3};

    double interpolAl[truncBits];

    double interpolAr[truncBits];

    double interpolBl[truncBits];

    double interpolBr[truncBits];

    double interpolCl[truncBits];

    double interpolCr[truncBits];

    double interpolDl[truncBits];

    double interpolDr[truncBits];

    double polarAl[truncBits];

    double polarAr[truncBits];

    double polarBl[truncBits];

    double polarBr[truncBits];

    double polarCl[truncBits];

    double polarCr[truncBits];

    double polarDl[truncBits];

    double polarDr[truncBits];

    double fftSampAl[truncBits];
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    double fftSampAr[truncBits];

    double fftSampBl[truncBits];

    double fftSampBr[truncBits];

    double fftSampCl[truncBits];

    double fftSampCr[truncBits];

    double fftSampDl[truncBits];

    double fftSampDr[truncBits];

    double HRTFfreql[truncBits], HRTFfreqr[truncBits];

    //Tag for interpolation, and data transfer checked

    int interpolNeed = 0;

    int ignore = 0;

    int NumberofMeasurementsEqual = 0;

    int CarttoSphere = 0;

    //Set up of FFTW3 "plan" variables

    fftw_plan 
SampAplanl,SampAplanr,SampBplanl,SampBplanr,SampCplanl,SampCplanr,S
ampDplanl,SampDplanr;

    /* setup fft plans (see fftw documentation) */

  SampAplanl = fftw_plan_r2r_1d(truncBits, interpolAl, fftSampAl, 
FFTW_R2HC, FFTW_MEASURE);

    SampAplanr = fftw_plan_r2r_1d(truncBits, interpolAr, fftSampAr, 
FFTW_R2HC, FFTW_MEASURE);

  SampBplanl = fftw_plan_r2r_1d(truncBits, interpolBl, fftSampBl, 
FFTW_R2HC, FFTW_MEASURE);

    SampBplanr = fftw_plan_r2r_1d(truncBits, interpolBr, fftSampBr, 
FFTW_R2HC, FFTW_MEASURE);

    SampCplanl = fftw_plan_r2r_1d(truncBits, interpolCl, fftSampCl, 
FFTW_R2HC, FFTW_MEASURE);

    SampCplanr = fftw_plan_r2r_1d(truncBits, interpolCr, fftSampCr, 
FFTW_R2HC, FFTW_MEASURE);

    SampDplanl = fftw_plan_r2r_1d(truncBits, interpolDl, fftSampDl, 
FFTW_R2HC, FFTW_MEASURE);

    SampDplanr = fftw_plan_r2r_1d(truncBits, interpolDr, fftSampDr, 
FFTW_R2HC, FFTW_MEASURE);

    stringread();

    if (access( filename, F_OK) != -1) //Check that the file exists
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    {

      //ValDistTest = fopen("distanceTestdata.txt", "wb");

      //**********************

      //Opening the File given by string input using netcdf

      status = nc_open(filename, NC_NOWRITE, &ncid);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Could not open\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Inquiry to the file for basics - number of dimension, number of variables,

        //number of attributes, and the ID for the unlimited Dimension of the DATA

        status = nc_inq(ncid, &ndims, &nvars, &ngatts, &unlimdimid);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Inquiry Failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test for Number of Dimensions and ID tags

        //printf("\nFile ID = %i\n Number of Dimensions = %i\n Number of Variables
= %i\n Number of Attributes = %i\n Number of unlimited dimensions = %i\n", 
ncid, ndims, nvars, ngatts, unlimdimid);

        //**********************

        //Getting the Variable ID for the Data IR

        status = nc_inq_varid(ncid, "Data.IR", &data_ir_id);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable ID failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test for Data IR ID

        //printf("\nData IR variable ID = %i\n",data_ir_id);

        //**********************
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        /*Finding Global Dimensional Variable M and its length*/

        status = nc_inq_dimid(ncid, "M", &data_ir_dim);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        status = nc_inq_dimlen(ncid, data_ir_dim, &M);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test For M read Correctly

        //printf("\nM eauals %lu\n",M);

        //**********************

        /*Finding Global Dimensional Variable R and its length*/

        status = nc_inq_dimid(ncid, "R", &data_ir_dim);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        status = nc_inq_dimlen(ncid, data_ir_dim, &R);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test for R read Correctly

        //printf("\nR equals %lu\n",R);

        //**********************

        /*Finding Global Dimensional Variable N and its length*/
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        status = nc_inq_dimid(ncid, "N", &data_ir_dim);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        status = nc_inq_dimlen(ncid, data_ir_dim, &N);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test for N Read Correctly

        //printf("\nN equals %lu\n",N);

        //**********************

        /*Finding Global Dimensional Variable C and its length*/

        status = nc_inq_dimid(ncid, "C", &data_ir_dim);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        status = nc_inq_dimlen(ncid, data_ir_dim, &C);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test for C read Correctly

        //printf("\nC equals %lu\n",C);

        //**********************

        /*Finding Global Dimensional Variable I and its length*/

        status = nc_inq_dimid(ncid, "I", &data_ir_dim);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {
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          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        status = nc_inq_dimlen(ncid, data_ir_dim, &I);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Variable dimensions failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test for i read Correctly

        //printf("\nI equals %lu\n",I);

        status = nc_inq_varid(ncid, "Data.SamplingRate", &SampleRateID);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Sample Rate failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test for Data IR ID

        //printf("\nData SampleRate variable ID = %i\n",SampleRateID);

        countSR[0] = I;

        status = nc_get_vara(ncid, SampleRateID, startSR, countSR, 
&data_SampleRate);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Get Variable failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //printf("\nData SampleRate = %f\n", data_SampleRate);

        //**********************

        /*Setting up IR Value Matrix Dynamically, and count systems*/

        data_ir_vals = malloc((M*R*N) * sizeof(double));

        if(data_ir_vals == NULL)
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        {

          printf("\n\nFailed to allocate data_ir_vals.\n\n");

        }

        count[0] = M;

        count[1] = R;

        count[2] = N;

        //**********************

        //Reading and Storing Data Values

        //As data_ir_vals is already a pointer - & is not necessary

        status = nc_get_vara(ncid, data_ir_id, start, count, data_ir_vals);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Get Variable failed\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //TESTING Data IR VALUES BY PRINT

        /*jump = 0;

        for(i=0;i<M;i++) //Cycles through recievers

        {

            for (j=0;j<R;j++) //Cycles through Measurements

            {

              for(k=0;k<N;k++) //Cycles through Samples

                {

                  printf("\n%lf\n\n", data_ir_vals[k+jump]);

                  printf("\nRead at Position %i %i %i %d\n\n", i,j,k, k+jump);

                }

                if (j < (R-1))

                {

                  jump += N;

                }

            }

        jump += N;

        }

        */
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//**********************

//**********************

//Reading Listener Data

//**********************

//**********************

        //**********************

        /*Finding ListenerPostion ID*/

        status = nc_inq_varid(ncid, "ListenerPosition", &ListenerPositionID);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- No ID for ListenerPosition\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test for Listener Position ID

        //printf("ListenerPostion ID = %i\n\n",ListenerPositionID);

        //**********************

        //Finding ListenerPosition attributes

        status = nc_inq_var(ncid, ListenerPositionID, 0, &l_type, 
&ListenerDimNum, &ListenerDimID[0], &ListenerAttNum);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- cannont read ListenerPositionLength\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test For listener Dimension Number

        //printf("\nListenerDimNum = %i", ListenerDimNum);

        //**********************

        //Reading the ID, Name and Length of the dimensions defining Listener 
Position

        for (i=0;i<ListenerDimNum;i++)

        {

          status = nc_inq_dim(ncid, ListenerDimID[i], &ListenerDimName[i], 
&ListenerPositionLength[i]);

          if (status != NC_NOERR)
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          {

            printf("\nERROR -- cannont read ListenerPositionLength\n");

            printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

          }

          //Testing Attributes by Printing Values

          //printf("\nListenerDimID = %i", ListenerDimID[i]);

          //printf("\nListenerDimName = %c", ListenerDimName[i]);

          //printf("\nListenerPosition Length = %lu\n\n", ListenerPositionLength[i]);

        }

        //printf("\nListenerAttNum = %i\n\n", ListenerAttNum);

        ListenerPosition = 
malloc((ListenerPositionLength[0]*ListenerPositionLength[1]) * sizeof(double));

        if(ListenerPosition == NULL)

        {

          perror("\n\nFailed to allocate ListenerPosition.\n\n");

        }

        countL[0] = ListenerPositionLength[0];

        countL[1] = ListenerPositionLength[1];

        //Reading Listener Postion

        status = nc_get_vara(ncid, ListenerPositionID, startL, countL, 
ListenerPosition);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- cannont read ListenerPosition\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Testing Listener Position

        /*jump = 0;

        for (i = 0; i< (ListenerPositionLength[0]); i++)

        {

          for(j = 0; j<(ListenerPositionLength[1]); j++)

          {
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            printf("\nListenerPosition = %f\n", ListenerPosition[j +jump]);

          }

          jump += ListenerPositionLength[1];

        }

        */

//**********************

//**********************

//Reading Source Data

//**********************

//**********************

        //**********************

        //Finding SourcePosition ID

        status = nc_inq_varid(ncid, "SourcePosition", &SourcePositionID);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- No ID for SourcePosition\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Testing Source Position ID

        //printf("\n\nSourcePosition ID = %i\n\n",SourcePositionID);

        //Finding SourcePosition attributes

        status = nc_inq_var(ncid, SourcePositionID, 0, &s_type, &SourceDimNum,
&SourceDimID[0], &SourceAttNum);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- cannont read SourcePositionLength\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test read Source Dimension and Attribute Values

        //printf("\nSourceDimNum = %i", SourceDimNum);

        //printf("\nSourceAttNum = %i\n\n", SourceAttNum);
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        //**********************

        //Reading and Printing Source Position dimensions

        for (i=0;i<=SourceDimNum;i++)

        {

          status = nc_inq_dim(ncid, SourceDimID[i], &SourceDimName[i], 
&SourcePositionLength[i]);

          if (status != NC_NOERR)

          {

            printf("\nERROR -- cannont read SourcePositionLength\n");

            printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

          }

          //Test Read Source Position values

          //printf("\nSourceDimID = %i", SourceDimID[i]);

          //printf("\nSourceDimName = %c", SourceDimName[i]);

          //printf("\nSourcePosition Length = %lu\n\n", SourcePositionLength[i]);

        }

        //**********************

        //setting up variables to read Source position dynamically as a 2d array

        SourcePosition = 
malloc((SourcePositionLength[0]*SourcePositionLength[1]) * sizeof(double));

        if(SourcePosition == NULL)

        {

          perror("\n\nFailed to allocate SourcePosition.\n\n");

        }

        //**********************

        //setting up Array for Spherical position dynamically as a 2d array

        SpherePosition = 
malloc((SourcePositionLength[0]*SourcePositionLength[1]) * sizeof(double));

        if(SpherePosition == NULL)

        {

          perror("\n\nFailed to allocate SpherePosition.\n\n");

        }
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        countS[0] = SourcePositionLength[0];

        countS[1] = SourcePositionLength[1];

        //**********************

        //Reading Source Postion

        status = nc_get_vara(ncid, SourcePositionID, startS, countS, 
SourcePosition);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- cannont read SourcePosition\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Testing Source Position

        /*jump = 0;

        for (i = 0; i < SourcePositionLength[0]; i++)

        {

          for (j = 0; j < SourcePositionLength[1]; j++)

          {

            fprintf(ValDistTest,"\nSourcePosition = %f\n\n", SourcePosition[j + 
jump]);

          }

          jump += SourcePositionLength[1];

        }

        */

        //**********************

        //Getting Source Position Type Length

        status = nc_inq_attlen(ncid, SourcePositionID, "Type", 
&SourcePositionTypeLength);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Cannot Read Length for SourcePosition:Type\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test read Value

        //printf("\n\nSourcePosition:Type Length = 
%zu\n\n",SourcePositionTypeLength);
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        //**********************

        //Getting Source Position Units length

        status = nc_inq_attlen(ncid, SourcePositionID, "Units", 
&SourcePositionUnitsLength);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- Cannot Read length for SourcePosition:Units\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Test Read Value

        //printf("\n\nSourcePosition:Units ID = 
%zu\n\n",SourcePositionUnitsLength);

        //**********************

        //Reading Source Positional type

        status = nc_get_att(ncid, SourcePositionID,"Type", &SourcePositionType);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- cannont read SourcePosition:Type\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //**********************

        //Reading Source Positional Units

        status = nc_get_att(ncid, SourcePositionID,"Units", &SourcePositionUnits);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- cannont read SourcePosition:Units\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //**********************

        //Testing SourcePosition Units

        printf("\nSourcePosition:Type = ");
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        for (len = 0; len < SourcePositionTypeLength; len++)

        {

          printf("%c", SourcePositionType[len]);

        }

        printf("\n");

        //Testing SourcePosition Units

        printf("\nSourcePosition:Units = ");

        for (len = 0; len < SourcePositionUnitsLength; len++)

        {

          printf("%c", SourcePositionUnits[len]);

        }

        printf("\n");

//**********************

//**********************

//Reading Emitter Data

//**********************

//**********************

        //**********************

        //Finding EmitterPostion ID

        status = nc_inq_varid(ncid, "EmitterPosition", &EmitterPositionID);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- No ID for EmitterPosition\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //printf("\n\nEmitterPosition ID = %i\n\n",EmitterPositionID);

        status = nc_inq_var(ncid, EmitterPositionID, 0, &s_type, &EmitterDimNum,
&EmitterDimID[0], &EmitterAttNum);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- cannont read EmitterPosition Variables\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));
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        }

        //Test read Values

        //printf("\nEmitterDimNum = %i", EmitterDimNum);

        //printf("\nEmitterAttNum = %i\n\n", EmitterAttNum);

        //**********************

        //Reading and Printing Emitter Position dimensions

        for (i=0;i<=EmitterDimNum;++i)

        {

          status = nc_inq_dim(ncid, EmitterDimID[i], &EmitterDimName[i], 
&EmitterPositionLength[i]);

          if (status != NC_NOERR)

          {

            printf("\nERROR -- cannont read EmitterPosition Length\n");

            printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

          }

          /*

          //Test Read values

          printf("\nEmitterDimID = %i", EmitterDimID[i]);

          printf("\nEmitterDimName = %c", EmitterDimName[i]);

          printf("\nEmitterPosition Length = %lu\n\n", EmitterPositionLength[i]);

          */

        }

        //**********************

        //setting up variables to read Emitter position

        EmitterPosition = 
malloc((EmitterPositionLength[0]*EmitterPositionLength[1]*EmitterPositionLengt
h[2]) * sizeof(double));

        if(EmitterPosition == NULL)

        {

          perror("\n\nFailed to allocate EmitterPosition.\n\n");

        }

        countE[0] = EmitterPositionLength[0];
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        countE[1] = EmitterPositionLength[1];

        countE[2] = EmitterPositionLength[2];

        //**********************

        //Reading Emitter Postion

        status = nc_get_vara(ncid, EmitterPositionID, startE, countE, 
EmitterPosition);

        if (status != NC_NOERR)

        {

          printf("\nERROR -- cannont read EmitterPosition\n");

          printf("%s\n", nc_strerror(status));

        }

        //Testing Emitter Position

        /*jump = 0;

        for (int i = 0; i< (EmitterPositionLength[0]); i++)

        {

          for (int j = 0; j< (EmitterPositionLength[1]); j++)

          {

            for (int k = 0; k< (EmitterPositionLength[2]); k++)

            {

              printf("\nEmitterPosition = %f\n", EmitterPosition[k+jump]);

            }

            if(j < (EmitterPositionLength[1]-1))

            {

              jump += EmitterPositionLength[2];

            }

          }

          jump += EmitterPositionLength[2];

        }

        */

        //**********************

        //Checking if Source Position is spherical or Cartesian

        if (strncmp(SourcePositionType,"spherical", SourcePositionTypeLength) || 
strncmp(SourcePositionType, "Spherical", SourcePositionTypeLength))
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        {

          CarttoSphere = 0;

        }

        else

        {

          CarttoSphere = 1;

        }

        //**********************

        //If Cartesian - they will be processed into Spherical

        if (CarttoSphere == 1)

        {

          jump = 0;

          printf("\nHaving been tested Source Position type is identi fied as 
Cartesian co ordinates - these will be corrected to Spherical before further 
processing\n\n");

          for (l = 0; l <= SourcePositionLength[0]; l++)

          {

            x = SourcePosition[l + jump];

            y = SourcePosition[l + jump + 1];

            z = SourcePosition[l + jump + 2];

            //Testing Cartesian Values being read

            //printf("\nx = %f", x);

            //printf("\ny = %f", y);

            //printf("\nz = %f\n\n", z);

            azimuth = atan(y/x) ; //Radians

            azimuth *= 180/M_PI;

            zenith = atan(z/sqrt((SQUARE(x) + SQUARE(y)))); //Radians

            zenith *= 180/M_PI;

            radialdistance = sqrt(SQUARE(x) * SQUARE(y) * SQUARE(z));

            /*

            //Testing Values being read

            printf("\n\nazimuth = %lu", azimuth);

            printf("\n\nazenith = %lu", zenith);
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            printf("\n\nradial distance = %lu", radialdistance);

            */

            //Setting Cartesian Position Matrix

            SpherePosition[l + jump] = azimuth;

            SpherePosition[l + jump + 1] = zenith;

            SpherePosition[l + jump + 2] = radialdistance;

            jump += SourcePositionLength[1];

          }

          for (l=0; l<SourcePositionLength[0]*SourcePositionLength[1]; l++)

          {

            SourcePosition[l] = SpherePosition[l];

          }

        }

//**********************

//**********************

//Interpolation Check

//**********************

//**********************

        //**********************

        //Set Parameters of MIT Kemar

        //**********************

        //Calculate and place in Compare Source Array

        s = 0;

        r = 0;

        for (elevationMIT = minelev; elevationMIT <= 90; elevationMIT += 
elevincrement)

        {

          angle = 360.00000/(elevationarray[s]);

          for (q = 0; q < elevationarray[s]; q++)

          {

            CompareSourcePosition[r] = angle * q;
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            CompareSourcePosition[r+1] = elevationMIT;

            CompareSourcePosition[r+2] = 1.4;

            r+=3;

          }

          s++;

        }

        // Test Source Possition issues by Print - Compare Source Positions

        /*jump = 0;

        for (int i = 0; i< (710); i++)

        {

          for (int j = 0; j< (3); j++)

          {

            printf("\nCompareSourcePosition = %f\n", CompareSourcePosition[j + 
jump]);

            printf("\nSourcePosition = %f\n", SourcePosition[j + jump]);

          }

          jump += 3;

        }

        */

        //**********************

        //Test Number of Measurements against MIT KEMAR Measurement 
Numbers

        if (M != 710)

        {

          NumberofMeasurementsEqual = 0;

          interpolNeed = 1;

        }

        else

        {

          NumberofMeasurementsEqual = 1;

        }

        if (NumberofMeasurementsEqual == 1)

        {

          //**********************

          //Test Source position from SOFA against Source Position of MIT 
Calculated.
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          jump = 0;

          for (i = 0; i < (SourcePositionLength[0]); i++)

          {

            for (j = 0; j < (SourcePositionLength[1]); j++)

            {

              if (roundf(SourcePosition[j + jump] * 1000)/1000 != 
roundf(CompareSourcePosition[j + jump] * 1000)/1000)

              {

                //printf("\n\issues at i = %d, j = %d\n\n", i,j);

                //printf("\n\nNeed to Interpolate data\n\n");

                //printf("\n\n Source Position \n%f \n\n", SourcePosition[i][j]);

                //printf("\n\n Compare Position \n%f \n\n", CompareSourcePosition[i]
[j]);

                //Flag interpolation as needed

                interpolNeed = 1;

                break;

              }

              else

              {

              //Flag interpolation as not needed

              interpolNeed = 0;

              }

            }

            jump +=SourcePositionLength[1];

            if (interpolNeed == 1)

            {

              break;

            }

          }

        }

        //Inform the User

        if (interpolNeed == 1)

        {

          printf("\n\n Interpolation is Needed\n\n");

        }

        else

        {
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          printf("\n\n Interpolation is not Needed\n\n");

        }

        //**********************

        //Check if Interpolation is needed and Not equal to 128/Truncated bit 
length (128 is Mit Kemar)

        if (interpolNeed == 1 && N != truncBits)

        {

          //**********************

          //Allocate a 1D array - to store values "address" of first non Zero value

          truncAddress = malloc(M * sizeof(int));

          if(truncAddress == NULL)

          {

            printf("\n\nFailed to allocate truncAddress.\n\n");

          }

          printf("\n\n Values require Truncation - array set up for earliest address of 
non 0 values");

          //**********************

          //Set up 3D array to store truncated impulse responses

          data_ir_valsTrunc = malloc((M*R*truncBits) * sizeof(double));

          if(data_ir_valsTrunc == NULL)

          {

            printf("\n\nFailed to allocate data_ir_valsTrunc.\n\n");

          }

          printf("\n\n Data Array set up to store truncated data set\n\n");

          //**********************

          //Test for two points in a row NonZero

          jump = 0;

          for (i=0;i<M;i++) //Step Through Measurements

          {

            for(j=0;j<R;j++) //Step Through recievers

            {

              for(k=0;k<N;k++) //Step through samples

              {
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                //**********************

                //Find two NonZero points in a row after the second value

                if(k > 1 && k < (N - 1))

                {

                  if ((data_ir_vals[k + jump] > 0) && (data_ir_vals[k+ jump + 1] > 0))

                  {

                    //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                    truncAddress[i] = (k - 1);

                    break;

                  }

                  if ((data_ir_vals[k + jump] < 0) && (data_ir_vals[k+ jump +1]) < 0)

                  {

                    truncAddress[i] = (k - 1);

                    break;

                  }

                }

                //**********************

                //if two nonzero point happen before second value - set First memory 
location as the memory allocation to start truncating from

                else if(k <= 1 )

                {

                  if (data_ir_vals[k + jump] > 0 && data_ir_vals[k + jump +1] > 0)

                  {

                    //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                    truncAddress[i] = 0;

                    break;

                  }

                  else if (data_ir_vals[k + jump] < 0 && data_ir_vals[k + jump +1] < 0)

                  {

                    //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                    truncAddress[i] = 0;

                    break;

                  }

                }

                else if(k == (N - 1))

                {

                  if (data_ir_vals[k + jump] > 0 && data_ir_vals[k + jump -1] > 0)
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                  {

                    //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                    truncAddress[i] = 0;

                    break;

                  }

                  else if (data_ir_vals[k + jump] < 0 && data_ir_vals[k + jump -1] < 0)

                  {

                    //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                    truncAddress[i] = 0;

                    break;

                  }

                  }

                }

                if(j < (R-1))

                {

                  jump += N;

                }

              }

              jump +=N;

            }

        //Test Values by Print

        /*for(i=0; i<M;i++)

        {

          printf("\n\nTruncAddress %i = %i", i, truncAddress[i]);

        }

        */

        printf("\n\n Finding earliest address - common for consistent delay\n\n");

        //**********************

        //Find Minimum Value in TruncAddress

        minimumDelayValue = truncBits;

        for (i=0;i<M;i++)

        {

          if(truncAddress[i] < minimumDelayValue)
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          {

            minimumDelayValue = truncAddress[i];

          }

        }

        //printf("\n\nAll working fine before Value Transfer\n\n");

        jump = 0;

        jumpb = 0;

        for(i=0;i<M;i++) //Cycles through Measurements

        {

            for (j=0;j<R;j++) //Cycles through Recievers

            {

              for(k=minimumDelayValue;k<(truncBits+minimumDelayValue);k++) 
//Cycles through truncated Length samples

                {

                  data_ir_valsTrunc[(k-minimumDelayValue)+jump] = 
data_ir_vals[k+jumpb];

                }

                if (j < (R-1))

                {

                  jumpb += N;

                  jump += truncBits;

                }

            }

        jumpb+= N;

        jump += truncBits;

        }

        //Add fade out to last ten samples

        jump = 0;

        for(i=0;i<M;i++) //Cycles through recievers

        {

            for (j=0;j<R;j++) //Cycles through Measurements

            {

              for(k=0;k<truncBits;k++) //Cycles through Samples

              {

                if(k >= (truncBits - 10) && k < truncBits)

                {
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                  data_ir_valsTrunc[k+jump] *= ((truncBits - (k+1))/10);

                }

              }

              if (j < (R-1))

              {

                jump += truncBits;

              }

            }

            jump += truncBits;

        }

      //printf("\n\n Fade out added\n\n");

      }//end of if statement when interpol is needed and number of samples is not 
equal

      if (interpolNeed == 0 && N != truncBits)

      {

        //**********************

        //Allocate a 1D array - to store values "address" of first non Zero value

        truncAddress = malloc(M * sizeof(int));

        if(truncAddress == NULL)

        {

          printf("\n\nFailed to allocate truncAddress.\n\n");

        }

        printf("\n\n Values require Truncation - array set up for earliest address of 
non 0 values");

        //**********************

        //Set up 3D array to store truncated impulse responses

        data_ir_valsTrunc = malloc((M*R*truncBits) * sizeof(double));

        if(data_ir_valsTrunc == NULL)

        {

          printf("\n\nFailed to allocate data_ir_valsTrunc.\n\n");

        }

        printf("\n\n Data Array set up to store truncated data set\n\n");
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        //**********************

        //Test for two points in a row NonZero

        jump = 0;

        for (i=0;i<M;i++) //Step Through Recievers

        {

          for(j=0;j<R;j++) //Step Through Measurements

          {

            for(k=0;k<N;k++) //Step through samples

            {

              //**********************

              //Find two NonZero points in a row after the second value

              if(k > 1 && k < (N - 1))

              {

                if ((data_ir_vals[k + jump] > 0) && (data_ir_vals[k+ jump + 1] > 0))

                {

                  //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                  truncAddress[i] = (k - 1);

                  break;

                }

                if ((data_ir_vals[k + jump] < 0) && (data_ir_vals[k+ jump +1]) < 0)

                {

                  truncAddress[i] = (k - 1);

                  break;

                }

              }

              //**********************

              //if two nonzero point happen before second value - set First memory 
location as the memory allocation to start truncating from

              else if(k <= 1 )

              {

                if (data_ir_vals[k + jump] > 0 && data_ir_vals[k + jump +1] > 0)

                {

                  //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                  truncAddress[i] = 0;

                  break;

                }

                else if (data_ir_vals[k + jump] < 0 && data_ir_vals[k + jump +1] < 0)
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                {

                  //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                  truncAddress[i] = 0;

                  break;

                }

              }

              else if(k == (N - 1))

              {

                if (data_ir_vals[k + jump] > 0 && data_ir_vals[k + jump -1] > 0)

                {

                  //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                  truncAddress[i] = 0;

                  break;

                }

                else if (data_ir_vals[k + jump] < 0 && data_ir_vals[k + jump -1] < 0)

                {

                  //Set Starting Point to before the two NonZero Points

                  truncAddress[i] = 0;

                  break;

                }

                }

              }

              if(j <(R-1))

              {

                jump += N;

              }

            }

            jump +=N;

          }

      //Test Values by Print

      /*for(i=0; i<M;i++)

      {

        printf("\n\nTruncAddress %i = %i", i, truncAddress[i]);

      }

      */
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      printf("\n\n Finding earliest address - common for consistent delay\n\n");

      //**********************

      //Find Minimum Value in TruncAddress

      minimumDelayValue = truncBits;

      for (i=0;i<M;i++)

      {

        if(truncAddress[i] < minimumDelayValue)

        {

          minimumDelayValue = truncAddress[i];

        }

      }

      //printf("\n\nAll working fine before Value Transfer\n\n");

      jump = 0;

      jumpb = 0;

      for(i=0;i<M;i++) //Cycles through recievers

      {

          for (j=0;j<R;j++) //Cycles through Measurements

          {

            for(k=minimumDelayValue;k<(truncBits+minimumDelayValue);k++) 
//Cycles through truncated Length samples

              {

                data_ir_valsTrunc[(k-minimumDelayValue)+jump] = 
data_ir_vals[k+jumpb];

              }

              if (j < (R-1))

              {

                jumpb += N;

                jump += truncBits;

              }

          }

      jumpb += N;

      jump += truncBits;

      }

      //Add fade out to last ten samples
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      jump = 0;

      for(i=0;i<M;i++) //Cycles through Measurements

      {

          for (j=0;j<R;j++) //Cycles through Recievers

          {

            for(k=0;k<truncBits;k++) //Cycles through Samples

            {

              if(k >= (truncBits - 10) && k < truncBits)

              {

                data_ir_valsTrunc[k+jump] *= ((truncBits - (k+1))/10);

              }

            }

            if (j < (R-1))

            {

              jump += truncBits;

            }

          }

          jump += truncBits;

      }

    //printf("\n\n Fade out added\n\n");

  }//end of if statement when interpol is not needed and number of samples is 
not equal

      if(interpolNeed == 1 && N == truncBits)

      {

        jump = 0;

        jumpb = 0;

        for(i=0;i<M;i++) //Cycles through Measurements

        {

            for (j=0;j<R;j++) //Cycles through Recievers

            {

              for(k=0;k<truncBits;k++) //Cycles through Samples

              {

                  data_ir_valsTrunc[k+jump] = data_ir_vals[k+jumpb];

                  //printf("\n\ndata_ir_valsTrunc = %f\n\n", data_ir_valsTrunc[k+jump]);

              }
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              if (j < (R-1))

              {

                jumpb += N;

                jump += truncBits;

              }

            }

            jumpb += N;

            jump += truncBits;

        }

      }

      if(interpolNeed == 0 && N == truncBits)

      {

        jump = 0;

        for(i=0;i<M;i++) //Cycles through Measurements

        {

            for (j=0;j<R;j++) //Cycles through Receivers

            {

              for(k=0;k<truncBits;k++) //Cycles through Samples

              {

                  data_ir_valsTrunc[k+jump] = data_ir_vals[k+jump];

                  //printf("\n\ndata_ir_valsTrunc = %f\n\n", data_ir_valsTrunc[k+jump]);

              }

              if (j < (R-1))

              {

                jump += truncBits;

              }

            }

            jump += truncBits;

        }

      }

      /*

        jump = 0;

        for(i=0;i<M;i++) //Cycles through recievers

        {

            for (j=0;j<R;j++) //Cycles through Measurements

            {
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              for(k=0;k<truncBits;k++) //Cycles through Samples

              {

                  printf("\n\ndata_ir_valsTrunc = %f\n\n", data_ir_valsTrunc[k+jump]);

              }

              if (j < (R-1))

              {

                jump += truncBits;

              }

            }

            jump += truncBits;

        }

        */

/*****************/

/*****************/

//*INTERPOLATION*//

/*****************/

/*****************/

        printf("\n\nchecking distances from measurements to theoretical points for 
interpolation\n\n");

        //setting up an array to store all the distances from the source positions to 
our current point

        distance = malloc(((SourcePositionLength[0]*SourcePositionLength[1])/3) *
sizeof(double));

        //printf("\n\n Finding closest points\n\n");

        //If interpolation is needed, and the data_ir_values have been truncated

        if(interpolNeed == 1 && data_ir_valsTrunc != NULL)

        {

          jump = 0;

          azimuth = 0;

          zenith = 0;

          //getting the distance between all points in the source, and the MIT data 
set

          for(i=0; i<710*3; i+=3)

          {

            TestAngleHi = 0;
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            TestAngleLo = 0;

            //Equation below equivalent to Radial Distance *sin(Zenith) 
*cos(azimuth)

            //Simplify by assuming radial distance = 1 for all sources (distance is 
emulated in the opcode)

            //Calculate the cartesian positions

            xa = cos((CompareSourcePosition[i+1]*M_PI)/180) * 
cos((CompareSourcePosition[i]*M_PI)/180);

            ya = cos((CompareSourcePosition[i+1]*M_PI)/180) * 
sin((CompareSourcePosition[i]*M_PI)/180);

            za = sin((CompareSourcePosition[i+1]*M_PI)/180);

                  //Cycle through all source positions

                  for(k=0;k<(SourcePositionLength[0]*SourcePositionLength[1]);k+=3)

                  {

                    azimuth = (SourcePosition[k]*M_PI)/180;

                    zenith = (SourcePosition[k+1]*M_PI)/180;

                    //fprintf(ValDistTest,"\n\nSOURCE POSITION = %f %f 
%f\n\n",SourcePosition[k],SourcePosition[k+1],SourcePosition[k+2]);

                    //fprintf(ValDistTest,"\n\nRotation angle= %f polar angle = 
%f\n\n",azimuth,zenith);

                    //Simplify by assuming radial distance = 1

                    x = cos(zenith) * cos(azimuth);

                    y = cos(zenith) * sin(azimuth);

                    z = sin(zenith);

                    //this should fill a M size array with the distance from each source 
point to the MIT Data point

                    //with the location of the distance in the array equal to its 
measurement "number"

                    distance[(k/3)] = sqrt(SQUARE(xa-x) + SQUARE(ya-y) + 
SQUARE(za-z));

                    //fprintf(ValDistTest,"\n\nMIT A = %f MIT Z = %f MIT RD = %f, 
\nsource A = %f source Z = %f source RD = 
%f",CompareSourcePosition[i],CompareSourcePosition[i+1],CompareSourcePo
sition[i+2],SourcePosition[k],SourcePosition[k+1],SourcePosition[k+2]);

                    //fprintf(ValDistTest,"\n\nXA = %f YA = %f ZA = %f, x = %f y = %f z 
= %f",xa,ya,za,x,y,z);

                    //fprintf(ValDistTest,"\n\nDistance from MIT %i for measurement %i 
= %f\n\n",i/3,k/3,distance[k/3]);

                  }
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            //Set the "min array" to be the first four values of the array "distance"

            min[0] = distance[0];

            min[1] = distance[1];

            min[2] = distance[2];

            min[3] = distance[3];

            location[0] = 0;

            location[1] = 1;

            location[2] = 2;

            location[3] = 3;

            //Sort these into order of minimum value - with a the location array 
storing the orignal location of each point in the distance array

            for (l = 0; l < 4; l++)

            {

              for (m = l + 1; m < 4; m++)

              {

                if (min[l] > min[m])

                {

                  temp =  min[l];

                  min[l] = min[m];

                  //location[l] = m;

                  min[m] = temp;

                  //location[m] = l;

                }

              }

            }

            //THiS COULD BE AN ISSUE WITH TWO POINTS WITH Exact SAME 
DISTANCE in the first four measurements

            for(l=0; l <4; l++)

            {

              if (min[l]==distance[0])

              {

                location[l] = 0;

              }

              else if(min[l]==distance[1])

              {
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                location[l] = 1;

              }

              else if(min[l]==distance[2])

              {

                location[l] = 2;

              }

              else if(min[l]==distance[3])

              {

                location[l] = 3;

              }

            }

            //Test By Print

            /*printf("\n\nPoints closest to MIT measurement %i are stored at\n",(i/3));

            for (p=0; p<4; p++)

            {

                 printf("\nFirst four distances - Location %i = %i\n",p,location[p]);

                 printf("\nwith a distance of %f\n\n",min[p]);

            }

            */

            //Compare the rest of the values to these four storing the value, and its 
original location into arrays

            for (l = 4; l <(SourcePositionLength[0]*SourcePositionLength[1])/3; l++)

            {

              TestAngleHi = CompareSourcePosition[(i)] + 45;

              if (TestAngleHi > 360)

              {

                TestAngleHi -= 360;

              }

              TestAngleLo = CompareSourcePosition[i] - 45;

              if (TestAngleLo < 0)

              {

                TestAngleLo += 360;

              }

              SPAngle = SourcePosition[(l*3)];

              if(CompareSourcePosition[i] < 45 || CompareSourcePosition[i] > 315)

              {
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                if((SPAngle >= 0 && SPAngle <= TestAngleHi) || (SPAngle >= 
TestAngleLo && SPAngle < 360))

                {

                  ignore = 0;

                }

                else

                {

                  ignore = 1;

                }

              }

              else

              {

                if((SPAngle <= TestAngleHi) && (SPAngle >= TestAngleLo))

                {

                  ignore = 0;

                }

                else

                {

                  ignore = 1;

                }

              }

              if (distance[l] < min[0] && ignore == 0)

              {

                  min[3] = min[2];

                  location[3] = location[2];

                  min[2] = min[1];

                  location[2] = location[1];

                  min[1] = min[0];

                  location[1] = location[0];

                  min[0] = distance[l];

                  location[0] = l;

              }

              else if (distance[l] < min[1] && distance[l] >= min[0] && ignore == 0)

              {

                  min[3] = min[2];

                  location[3] = location[2];

                  min[2] = min[1];

                  location[2] = location[1];
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                  min[1] = distance[l];

                  location[1] = l;

              }

              else if (distance[l] < min[2] && distance[l] >= min[1] && ignore == 0)

              {

                  min[3] = min[2];

                  location[3] = location[2];

                  min[2] = distance[l];

                  location[2] = l;

              }

              else if (distance[l] < min[3] && distance[l] >= min[2] && ignore == 0)

              {

                   min[3] = distance[l];

                   location[3] = l;

              }

             }

               //Test By Print

               /*printf("\n\nPoints closest to MIT measurement %i are stored at\n",
(i/3));

               for (p=0; p<4; p++)

               {

                    printf("\nLocation %i = %i\n",p,location[p]);

                    printf("\nwith a distance of %f\n\n",min[p]);

                }

                */

                //Calculate the total distance from the current point

                totaldistance = min[0] + min [1] + min [2] + min [3];

                weightA = (totaldistance/min[0]);

                weightB = (totaldistance/min[1]);

                weightC = (totaldistance/min[2]);

                weightD = (totaldistance/min[3]);

                totalweight = weightA + weightB + weightC + weightD;

                //This is used to give the weight based on distance
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                weightA = roundf((weightA/totalweight)* 100)/100;

                weightB = roundf((weightB/totalweight)* 100)/100;

                weightC = roundf((weightC/totalweight)* 100)/100;

                weightD = roundf((weightD/totalweight)* 100)/100;

                if(min[0] == 0)

                {

                  weightA = 1;

                  weightB = 0;

                  weightC = 0;

                  weightD = 0;

                }

                if ((weightA + weightB + weightC + weightD) != 1)

                {

                  weightA = 1 - (weightB + weightC + weightD);

                }

                //Test by Print

                //printf("\n\nMeasurement %i= A %f B %f C %f D %f\n\n",i/3, 
weightA,weightB, weightC, weightD);

                //Get the values of each closest sample (with at least 2 recievers)

                //gives values for first two recievers

                if(R >1)

                {

                  for(l=0;l<truncBits;l++)

                  {

                    interpolAl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[0]*(R*truncBits))
+truncBits+l];

                    interpolAr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[0]*(R*truncBits)) + l];

                    interpolBl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[1]*(R*truncBits))
+truncBits +l];

                    interpolBr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[1]*(R*truncBits))+ l] ;

                    interpolCl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[2]*(R*truncBits))
+truncBits+l];

                    interpolCr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[2]*(R*truncBits)) + l];
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                    interpolDl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[3]*(R*truncBits))
+truncBits+l];

                    interpolDr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[3]*(R*truncBits)) + l];

                  }

                }

                //Get the values of each closest sample (with only 1recievers)

                //copies value for first reciever, to the second reciever in the output.

                if(R < 2)

                {

                  printf("\n\nWarning ONLY ONE RECIEVER - BINAURAL WILL BE 
COMPROMISED\n");

                  for(l=0;l<truncBits;l++)

                  {

                    interpolAl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[0]*truncBits)+l];

                    interpolAr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[0]*truncBits)+l];

                    interpolBl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[1]*truncBits)+l];

                    interpolBr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[1]*truncBits)+l];

                    interpolCl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[2]*truncBits)+l];

                    interpolCr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[2]*truncBits)+l];

                    interpolDl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[3]*truncBits)+l];

                    interpolDr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[(location[3]*truncBits)+l];

                  }

                }

                //each of the closest values gets translated into Freq spectra

                //prior to interpolation

                fftw_execute(SampAplanl);

                fftw_execute(SampAplanr);

                fftw_execute(SampBplanl);

                fftw_execute(SampBplanr);

                fftw_execute(SampCplanl);

                fftw_execute(SampCplanr);

                fftw_execute(SampDplanl);

                fftw_execute(SampDplanr);
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                //Test by Print

                /*

                for (l=0; l<truncBits; l++)

                {

                  printf("\n\nSample a left fft results %f\n\n", fftSampAl[l]);

                  printf("\n\nSample a right fft results %f\n\n", fftSampAr[l]);

                  printf("\n\nSample b left fft results %f\n\n", fftSampBl[l]);

                  printf("\n\nSample b right fft results %f\n\n", fftSampBr[l]);

                  printf("\n\nSample c left fft results %f\n\n", fftSampCl[l]);

                  printf("\n\nSample c right fft results %f\n\n", fftSampCr[l]);

                  printf("\n\nSample d left fft results %f\n\n", fftSampDl[l]);

                  printf("\n\nSample d right fft results %f\n\n", fftSampDr[l]);

                }

                */

                /* Set first two values in array to value at 0Hz and nyq */

                polarAl[0] = fftSampAl[0];

                polarAl[1] = fftSampAl[truncBits/2];

                polarAr[0] = fftSampAr[0];

                polarAr[1] = fftSampAr[truncBits/2];

                polarBl[0] = fftSampBl[0];

                polarBl[1] = fftSampBl[truncBits/2];

                polarBr[0] = fftSampBr[0];

                polarBr[1] = fftSampBr[truncBits/2];

                polarCl[0] = fftSampCl[0];

                polarCl[1] = fftSampCl[truncBits/2];

                polarCr[0] = fftSampCr[0];

                polarCr[1] = fftSampCr[truncBits/2];

                polarDl[0] = fftSampDl[0];

                polarDl[1] = fftSampDl[truncBits/2];

                polarDr[0] = fftSampDr[0];

                polarDr[1] = fftSampDr[truncBits/2];

                /* fill the array with calculated mag/phase: polar*/

                for(l = 2, k = 1; l < truncBits; k++, l += 2)
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                {

                  polarAl[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampAl[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampAl[truncBits - k]));

                  polarAl[l+1] = atan2(fftSampAl[truncBits-k],fftSampAl[k]);

                  polarAr[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampAr[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampAr[truncBits - k]));

                  polarAr[l+1] = atan2(fftSampAr[truncBits-k],fftSampAr[k]);

                  polarBl[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampBl[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampBl[truncBits - k]));

                  polarBl[l+1] = atan2(fftSampBl[truncBits-k],fftSampBl[k]);

                  polarBr[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampBr[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampBr[truncBits - k]));

                  polarBr[l+1] = atan2(fftSampBr[truncBits-k],fftSampBr[k]);

                  polarCl[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampCl[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampCl[truncBits - k]));

                  polarCl[l+1] = atan2(fftSampCl[truncBits-k],fftSampCl[k]);

                  polarCr[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampCr[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampCr[truncBits - k]));

                  polarCr[l+1] = atan2(fftSampCr[truncBits-k],fftSampCr[k]);

                  polarDl[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampDl[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampDl[truncBits - k]));

                  polarDl[l+1] = atan2(fftSampDl[truncBits-k],fftSampDl[k]);

                  polarDr[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampDr[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampDr[truncBits - k]));

                  polarDr[l+1] = atan2(fftSampDr[truncBits-k],fftSampDr[k]);

                  /*printf("\n\npolarAl = %f\n\n", polarAl[l]);

                  printf("\n\npolarAr = %f\n\n", polarAr[l]);

                  printf("\n\npolarBl = %f\n\n", polarBl[l]);

                  printf("\n\npolarBr = %f\n\n", polarBr[l]);

                  printf("\n\npolarCl = %f\n\n", polarCl[l]);

                  printf("\n\npolarCr = %f\n\n", polarCr[l]);

                  printf("\n\npolarDl = %f\n\n", polarDl[l]);

                  printf("\n\npolarDr = %f\n\n", polarDr[l]);

                  */

                }

                //0Hz and Nyquist were never transformed into polar co-ordinates - 
pos/negetive value dictates phase
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                //Use absolute values of magnitue (to negate the phase) then check 
nearest point to add this back in

                HRTFfreql[0] = fabs(weightA*polarAl[0]) + fabs(weightB*polarBl[0]) + 
fabs(weightC*polarCl[0]) + fabs(weightD*polarDl[0]);

                HRTFfreqr[0] = fabs(weightA*polarAr[0]) + fabs(weightB*polarBr[0]) + 
fabs(weightC*polarCr[0]) + fabs(weightD*polarDr[0]);

                if (polarAl[0] < 0)

                {

                  HRTFfreql[0] = -HRTFfreql[0];

                }

                else

                {

                  HRTFfreql[0] = fabs(HRTFfreql[0]);

                }

                if (polarAr[0] < 0)

                {

                  HRTFfreqr[0] = -HRTFfreqr[0];

                }

                else

                {

                  HRTFfreqr[0] = fabs(HRTFfreqr[0]);

                }

                HRTFfreql[1] = fabs(weightA*polarAl[1]) + fabs(weightB*polarBl[1]) + 
fabs(weightC*polarCl[1]) + fabs(weightD*polarDl[1]);

                HRTFfreqr[1] = fabs(weightA*polarAr[1]) + fabs(weightB*polarBr[1]) + 
fabs(weightC*polarCr[1]) + fabs(weightD*polarDr[1]);

                if (polarAl[1] < 0)

                {

                  HRTFfreql[1] = -HRTFfreql[1];

                }

                else

                {

                  HRTFfreql[1] = fabs(HRTFfreql[1]);

                }

                if (polarAr[1] < 0)

                {

                  HRTFfreqr[1] = -HRTFfreqr[1];
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                }

                else

                {

                  HRTFfreqr[1] = fabs(HRTFfreqr[1]);

                }

                //Interpolation - weighs of magnitude of each sample

                for(l=2; l<truncBits; l+=2)

                {

                  HRTFfreql[l] = (weightA*polarAl[l]) + (weightB*polarBl[l]) + 
(weightC*polarCl[l]) + (weightD*polarDl[l]);

                  HRTFfreqr[l] = (weightA*polarAr[l]) + (weightB*polarBr[l]) + 
(weightC*polarCr[l]) + (weightD*polarDr[l]);

                  //printf("\n\nHRTFfreql Mag %i= %f\n\n",i/3, HRTFfreql[l]);

                  //printf("\n\nHRTFfreqr Mag %i= %f\n\n",i/3, HRTFfreqr[l]);

                }

                //Store the phase values of the closest element

                for(l=3; l<truncBits; l+=2)

                {

                  HRTFfreql[l] = polarAl[l];

                  HRTFfreqr[l] = polarAr[l];

                  //printf("\n\nHRTFfreql Phase %i = %f\n\n",l, HRTFfreql[l]);

                  //printf("\n\nHRTFfreqr PHase %i= %f\n\n",l, HRTFfreqr[l]);

                }

                //HRTFfreql & HRTFfreqr are the value of the dataset for storing

                for(l=0;l<truncBits; l++)

                {

                data_HRTF_Outputl[jump+l] = ( float) HRTFfreql[l];

                data_HRTF_Outputr[jump+l] = ( float) HRTFfreqr[l];

                //printf("\n\ndata_HRTF_Output LEFT = %f\n\n", 
data_HRTF_Outputl[jump+l]);

                //printf("\n\ndata_HRTF_Output RIGHT = %f\n\n", 
data_HRTF_Outputr[jump + l]);

                }

                jump += truncBits;

          }

          /*ValOutTest = fopen("Testdata.txt", "wb");
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          for(i=0;i<710*128;i++)

          {

            fprintf(ValOutTest,"\n\ndata_HRTF_Output left %i = 
%f\n\n",i,data_HRTF_Outputl[i]);

            fprintf(ValOutTest,"\n\ndata_HRTF_Output right %i = 
%f\n\n",i,data_HRTF_Outputr[i]);

          }

          */

        }

        //If interpolation is not needed, and the data_ir_values have been truncated

        // HRIR impulses still need to be fft'd to Frequency Spectra

        if(interpolNeed == 0 && data_ir_valsTrunc != NULL)

        {

          printf("interpol not needed, FFTing data");

          jump = 0;

          jumpb =0;

          //Need to change all values to frequency spectra

          for(i=0; i<710; i++)

          {

                //Get the values of each sample (with at least 2 recievers)

                //gives values for first two recievers

                if(R >1)

                {

                  for(l=0;l<truncBits;l++)

                  {

                    interpolAl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[jumpb + truncBits +l];

                    interpolAr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[jumpb  + l];

                    //Test by Print - Fault find

                    //printf("\n\nSample a left %f\n\n", interpolAl[l]);

                    //printf("\n\nSample a right %f\n\n", interpolAr[l]);

                  }

                  jumpb +=truncBits;

                }

                //Get the values of each sample (with only 1recievers)

                //copies value for first reciever, to the second reciever in the output.
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                if(R < 2)

                {

                  for(l=0;l<truncBits;l++)

                  {

                    interpolAl[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[l + jumpb];

                    interpolAr[l] = data_ir_valsTrunc[l + jumpb];

                  }

                }

                //each of the closest values gets translated into Freq spectra

                //prior to interpolation

                fftw_execute(SampAplanl);

                fftw_execute(SampAplanr);

                /* Set first two values in array to value at 0Hz and nyq */

                interpolAl[0] = fftSampAl[0];

                interpolAl[1] = fftSampAl[truncBits/2];

                interpolAr[0] = fftSampAr[0];

                interpolAr[1] = fftSampAr[truncBits/2];

                /* fill the array with calculated mag/phase: polar*/

                for(l = 2, k = 1; l < truncBits; k++, l += 2)

                {

                  interpolAl[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampAl[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampAl[truncBits - k]));

                  interpolAl[l+1] = atan2(fftSampAl[truncBits-k],fftSampAl[k]);

                  interpolAr[l] = sqrt(SQUARE(fftSampAr[k]) + 
SQUARE(fftSampAr[truncBits - k]));

                  interpolAr[l+1] = atan2(fftSampAr[truncBits-k],fftSampAr[k]);

                }

                //interpolAl & interpolAr are the value of the dataset for storing

                for(l=0;l<truncBits; l++)

                {

                data_HRTF_Outputl[jump+l] = ( float) interpolAl[l];

                data_HRTF_Outputr[jump+l] = ( float) interpolAr[l];

                }
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                jumpb += truncBits;

                jump += truncBits;

          }

        }

        /*

        ValOutTest = fopen("Testdata.txt", "wb");

        for(i=0;i<710*128;i++)

        {

          fprintf(ValOutTest,"\n\ndata_HRTF_Output l%i = 
%f\n\n",i,data_HRTF_Outputl[i]);

          fprintf(ValOutTest,"\n\ndata_HRTF_Output r%i = 
%f\n\n",i,data_HRTF_Outputr[i]);

        }

        */

        //Write data_HRTF_Output to a new file

        stringwrite(data_SampleRate);

        foutl = fopen( filenamel, "wb");

      foutr = fopen( filenamer, "wb");

        jump = 0;

        noofsamplesoutput = 0;

        pdata_HRTF_Outputl = &data_HRTF_Outputl[0];

        pdata_HRTF_Outputr = &data_HRTF_Outputr[0];

        for(i=0;i<710*3; i+=3)

        {

          if (CompareSourcePosition[i] <= 180)

          {

            noofsamplesoutput++;

            //printf("\n\nSourcePosition = %f\n\n",CompareSourcePosition[i]);

            fwrite(pdata_HRTF_Outputl, sizeof( float), truncBits, foutl);

        fwrite(pdata_HRTF_Outputr, sizeof( float), truncBits, foutr);

          }

          jump += truncBits;

          pdata_HRTF_Outputl = &data_HRTF_Outputl[jump];

          pdata_HRTF_Outputr = &data_HRTF_Outputr[jump];

        }
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        printf("\n\nNo of samples printed to the .dat files %i\n\n", 
noofsamplesoutput);

        //samplenumber = 0;

        //for(i=0;i<noofsamplesoutput*128;i++)

        //{

        //  printf("\n\ndata_HRTF_Output l%i = 
%f\n\n",samplenumber,data_HRTF_Outputl[i]);

        //  printf("\n\ndata_HRTF_Output r%i = 
%f\n\n",samplenumber,data_HRTF_Outputr[i]);

        //}

      free(data_ir_vals);

      free(ListenerPosition);

      free(SourcePosition);

      free(SpherePosition);

      free(EmitterPosition);

      free(data_ir_valsTrunc);

      free(truncAddress);

      free(distance);

      fftw_destroy_plan(SampAplanl);

      fftw_destroy_plan(SampAplanr);

      fftw_destroy_plan(SampBplanl);

      fftw_destroy_plan(SampBplanr);

      fftw_destroy_plan(SampCplanl);

      fftw_destroy_plan(SampCplanr);

      fftw_destroy_plan(SampDplanl);

      fftw_destroy_plan(SampDplanr);

      fclose(foutl);

    fclose(foutr);

  }

  else

  {

    printf("\n\nFile Does not exist in the current folder, program cannot be 
run\n\n");

  }

  printf("\n\nFINISHED!!!!\n\n");

}
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Appendix B PlayerSounds.csd

<Cabbage>

form caption("BOX A - STEM A"), size(300, 200)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("BOXAxSlider"), text("BOXAx"), 
range(0, 10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("BOXAzSlider"), text("BOXAz"), 
range(0, 10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("BOXBxSlider"), text("BOXBx"), 
range(0, 10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("BOXBzSlider"), text("BOXBz"), 
range(0, 10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("BOXCxSlider"), text("BOXCx"), 
range(0, 10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("BOXCzSlider"), text("BOXCz"), 
range(0, 10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("BOXDxSlider"), text("BOXDx"), 
range(0, 10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("BOXDzSlider"), text("BOXDz"), 
range(0, 10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("HeadxSlider"), text("Headx"), range(0, 
10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("HeadzSlider"), text("Headz"), range(0, 
10, 0)
hslider bounds(8, 80, 280, 30), channel("HeadRotSlider"), text("HeadRot"), 
range(0, 360, 0)
</Cabbage>
<CsoundSynthesizer>
<CsOptions>
-n -d -m0d
</CsOptions>
<CsInstruments>
sr = 44100 
ksmps = 32
nchnls = 2
0dbfs = 1 

gilow init 0
gihigh init 0
gimfp init 0

instr 101
kXPos chnget "BOXAxSlider"
kYPos chnget "BOXAzSlider"
kHRot chnget "HeadRotSlider"
kHeadx chnget "HeadxSlider"
kHeady chnget "HeadzSlider"
SPath chnget "AudioPath"
SAudioFile sprintf "%s/StemAMPerc_44.wav", SPath
SDatL sprintf "%s/CIPIC165l44100.dat", SPath
SDatR sprintf "%s/CIPIC165r44100.dat", SPath
kXSmooth port kXPos, .15 ;portomento - for alleviating zipper noise
kYSmooth port kYPos, .15
kSHeadx port kHeadx, .15 ;portomento - for alleviating zipper noise
kSHeady port kHeady, .15
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a1in soundin SAudioFile ;mono stem a.wav

aearlyl, aearlyr, gilow, gihigh, gimfp hrtfearly a1in, kXSmooth, kYSmooth, 1.6, 
kSHeadx, kSHeady, 1.6, SDatL, SDatR, 1, 4, 44100, 0, 0, kHRot
outs aearlyl, aearlyr
endin

instr 102
kXPos chnget "BOXBxSlider"
kYPos chnget "BOXBzSlider"
kHRot chnget "HeadRotSlider"
kHeadx chnget "HeadxSlider"
kHeady chnget "HeadzSlider"
SPath chnget "AudioPath"
SAudioFile sprintf "%s/StemBMPiano_44.wav", SPath
SDatL sprintf "%s/CIPIC165l44100.dat", SPath
SDatR sprintf "%s/CIPIC165r44100.dat", SPath
kXSmooth port kXPos, .15 ;portomento - for alleviating zipper noise
kYSmooth port kYPos, .15
kSHeadx port kHeadx, .15 ;portomento - for alleviating zipper noise
kSHeady port kHeady, .15

a2in soundin SAudioFile;mono stem b.wav

aearlyl, aearlyr, gilow, gihigh, gimfp hrtfearly a2in, kXSmooth, kYSmooth, 1.6, 
kSHeadx, kSHeady, 1.6, SDatL, SDatR, 1, 8, 44100, 0, 0, kHRot
outs aearlyl, aearlyr
endin

instr 103
kXPos chnget "BOXCxSlider"
kYPos chnget "BOXCzSlider"
kHRot chnget "HeadRotSlider"
kHeadx chnget "HeadxSlider"
kHeady chnget "HeadzSlider"

SPath chnget "AudioPath"
SAudioFile sprintf "%s/StemCMHorns_44.wav", SPath
SDatL sprintf "%s/CIPIC165l44100.dat", SPath
SDatR sprintf "%s/CIPIC165r44100.dat", SPath
kXSmooth port kXPos, .15 ;portomento - for alleviating zipper noise
kYSmooth port kYPos, .15
kSHeadx port kHeadx, .15 ;portomento - for alleviating zipper noise
kSHeady port kHeady, .15

a3in soundin SAudioFile;mono stem c.wav

aearlyl, aearlyr, gilow, gihigh, gimfp hrtfearly a3in, kXSmooth, kYSmooth, 1.6, 
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kSHeadx, kSHeady, 1.6, SDatL, SDatR, 1, 4, 44100, 0, 0, kHRot
outs aearlyl, aearlyr
endin

instr 104
kXPos chnget "BOXDxSlider"
kYPos chnget "BOXDzSlider"
kHRot chnget "HeadRotSlider"
kHeadx chnget "HeadxSlider"
kHeady chnget "HeadzSlider"

SPath chnget "AudioPath"
SAudioFile sprintf "%s/StemDMStrings_44.wav", SPath
SDatL sprintf "%s/CIPIC165l44100.dat", SPath
SDatR sprintf "%s/CIPIC165r44100.dat", SPath
kXSmooth port kXPos, .15 ;portomento - for alleviating zipper noise
kYSmooth port kYPos, .15
kSHeadx port kHeadx, .15 ;portomento - for alleviating zipper noise
kSHeady port kHeady, .15

a4in soundin SAudioFile;mono stem D.wav

aearlyl, aearlyr, gilow, gihigh, gimfp hrtfearly a4in, kXSmooth, kYSmooth, 1.6, 
kSHeadx, kSHeady, 1.6, SDatL, SDatR, 1, 4, 44100, 0, 0, kHRot
outs aearlyl, aearlyr
endin

</CsInstruments>
<CsScore>

f0 640
i101 0 600
i102 0 600
i103 0 600
i104 0 600

</CsScore>
</CsoundSynthesizer>
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Appendix C CsoundParamControls.cs

using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using UnityEngine;

public class CsoundParamControl : MonoBehaviour {

    private CsoundUnity csoundUnity;
    private float PlayeryRotation;
    private float PlayerPosx;
    private float PlayerPosz;
    private float BOXAPosx;
    private float BOXAPosz;
    private float BOXBPosx;
    private float BOXBPosz;
    private float BOXCPosx;
    private float BOXCPosz;
    private float BOXDPosx;
    private float BOXDPosz;

    // Use this for initialization
    void Awake() {

csoundUnity = GetComponent<CsoundUnity> ();
    }

    // Update is called once per frame
    void Update () {
        PlayeryRotation = Camera.main.transform.eulerAngles.y;
        PlayerPosx = (Camera.main.transform.position.x)/4;
        PlayerPosz = (Camera.main.transform.position.z)/4;

     BOXAPosx = (GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag 
("BOXA").transform.position.x)/4;
     BOXAPosz = (GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag 
("BOXA").transform.position.z)/4;

     BOXBPosx = (GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag 
("BOXB").transform.position.x)/4;
     BOXBPosz = (GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag 
("BOXB").transform.position.z)/4;

     BOXCPosx = (GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag 
("BOXC").transform.position.x)/4;
     BOXCPosz = (GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag 
("BOXC").transform.position.z)/4;

     BOXDPosx = (GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag 
("BOXD").transform.position.x)/4;
     BOXDPosz = (GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag 
("BOXD").transform.position.z)/4;

        csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXAxSlider", BOXAPosx);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXAzSlider", BOXAPosz);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXBxSlider", BOXBPosx);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXBzSlider", BOXBPosz);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXCxSlider", BOXCPosx);
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        csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXCzSlider", BOXCPosz);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXDxSlider", BOXDPosx);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("BOXDzSlider", BOXDPosz);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("HeadxSlider", PlayerPosx);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("HeadzSlider", PlayerPosz);
        csoundUnity.setChannel("HeadRotSlider", PlayeryRotation);
    }
}
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